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1000 SECOND AVENUE, SUITE 3130 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON  98104 

PHONE (206) 441-1069 
FACSIMILE (206) 441-1089 

 

 

 

 

 

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 
FOR KING COUNTY 

ALLIANCE FOR A LIVABLE DENNY 

TRIANGLE and UNITE HERE LOCAL 8, 

 

 Petitioners/Plaintiffs, 

 

v. 

 

CITY OF SEATTLE, a Washington municipal 

corporation including its DEPARTMENT OF 

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT, 

 and  

R.C. HEDREEN COMPANY Co., 

 

Respondents/Defendants. 

NO.  

LAND USE PETITION PURSUANT TO 
RCW CH. 36.70C, COMPLAINT FOR 
INJUNCTIVE AND DECLARATORY 
RELIEF, PETITIONS FOR STATUTORY 
AND CONSTITUTIONAL WRITS OF 
REVIEW AND FOR WRIT OF 
MANDAMUS 

 

 

 Petitioners/Plaintiffs allege as follows: 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 This matter concerns proposals by the R.C. Hedreen Co. (“Hedreen 

Company”) for two alternative versions of a massive convention hotel facility, variously said 

to be located at 8th and Howell or 9th and Stewart, encompassing the former Greyhound Bus 

Terminal site and additional property, including an affordable housing apartment building.  

Either iteration of the facility would be the largest such facility in the entire Pacific Northwest 
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encompassing at least 1250 hotel rooms and 150,000 square feet in event and restaurant/retail 

space.    

1.2 The Hedreen Company originally proposed the facility to encompass the entire 

block defined by 8
th

 and 9
th

 Avenues and Stewart and Howell Streets including a public alley.  

Hedreen Company therefore applied to the City of Seattle for a legal vacation of the alley so 

that it could be incorporated into and used as part of the project site.  However, when it 

became apparent that the City Council would, as per its policies, inquire into whether the 

vacation was in the public interest, Hedreen Company submitted an alternative project 

application that incorporated use of the alley, but did not ask for its vacation.  

1.3 Hedreen Company’s purported “non-vacation” project, involving intensive 

development beyond the base allowed by the Land Use Code, was approved by Seattle’s 

Director of the Department of Planning and Development (“DPD”) despite the that fact that it 

unlawfully avoided contribution of approximately $3 million in affordable housing mitigation 

required for such intensive development.  Hedreen Company’s avoidance, approved by DPD, 

depended on a mechanism known as “one site development”. 

1.4 DPD was warned before issuing the approval that one site development did not 

apply and that a decision approving the “no vacation project” on that basis would represent an 

extraordinary, unlawful giveaway to the Hedreen Company of funds badly needed for 

affordable housing in the City of Seattle.  The DPD Director nonetheless proceeded with an 

approval. 

1.5 Petitioners/Plaintiffs therefore paid the $2500.00 nonrefundable fee the City 

requires before a citizen can obtain Department review of whether the Department’s 
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application of the Land Use Code is incorrect and appealed the Director’s Decision approving 

the project.  In response, DPD issued a formal “Interpretation” decision agreeing, for the same 

reasons that Petitioners/Plaintiffs had repeatedly presented to DPD prior to approval, that the 

one site approach was not allowed under the Code for the Hedreen Company project.  

1.6 However, despite the fact that DPD had determined that the basis on which it 

had approved the project was inconsistent with the Code, DPD did not withdraw its approval 

decision and issue a new one subject to a new appeal period.  Instead, in private meetings with 

Hedreen Company it hit upon a new “loophole” and announced that the project would 

proceed on that basis.  That loophole, known as “combined lot development” depended on 

Hedreen Company identifying for the DPD Director’s approval supposed “significant public 

benefits” resulting from combined lot development.   

1.7 Hedreen Company presented its final proposal to the DPD Director for 

significant public benefit approval on the evening of December 1, 2014.  By the next morning 

DPD had issued an approval.  All of this occurred without public notice or comment and in 

particular without notice at all to Petitioners/Plaintiffs who had filed the appeal and who had 

been required to pay $2500.00 for DPD to review the legality of its decision to approve the 

project under the Land Use Code. 

1.8 The “no vacation” project ultimately approved by the DPD Director still allows 

Hedreen Company to avoid approximately $500,000.00 in affordable housing fees.  It further 

effectively converts the public alley into a private drive serving the formal entrance to 

Hedreen Company’s hotel convention facility without complying with statutory vacation 

requirements.  And it allows development purportedly to serve the public that affirmatively 
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includes barriers to handicapped access.  Further, it is based on an inadequate FSEIS and 

procedures and a decision all in violation of State Environmental Policy Act (“SEPA”) 

regulations and the Seattle Code.  

1.9 Therefore, Petitioners/Plaintiffs bring this Complaint, Petitions for Writs, and 

Land Use Petition asking the Court to review, reverse, and vacate the City’s actions, including 

both those approved by the Hearing Examiner and those not subject to Examiner review.   

II. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

2.1 The Superior Court of Washington in and for King County has jurisdiction 

over this action pursuant to RCW 2.08.210, RCW Ch 36.70C, RCW Ch. 7.16, RCW Ch. 7.24, 

RCW Ch. 7.40, Washington Constitution Article IV Section 6 and other applicable law. 

2.2 Venue is proper under RCW 4.12.025 because Respondents/Defendants City 

of Seattle, Hedreen Company, and the subject property, as well as the Petitioners/Plaintiffs are 

all located within King County. 

III. LAND USE PETITION  

3.1 Petitioners/Plaintiffs  Unite Here Local 8 (“Unite Here”) and the Alliance for a 

Livable Denny Triangle (the “Alliance”), were the appellants in Seattle Hearing Examiner 

File No. MUP 14-0l6, S-14-003,  DPD Application No. 3016917 (and related file numbers) 

concerning DPD’s Master Use Permit approval Decision, Land Use Code Interpretation 

Decisions,  and Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (“FSEIS”) for Hedreen 

Company proposed convention hotel projects in downtown Seattle. Petitioners/Plaintiffs’ 

mailing address is c/o Eglick Kiker Whited PLLC, 1000 Second Avenue, Suite 3130, Seattle, 

Washington 98104. The Petitioner’s attorney, Peter Eglick is also at that address. 
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3.2 The City of Seattle is the local jurisdiction whose decisions are at issue. Its 

mailing addresses are:  

Diane Sugimura, Director 

City of Seattle Department of Planning and Development 

700 Fifth Avenue, Suite 2000 

P.O. Box 34019 

Seattle, WA 98124-4019 

 

and 

 

Diane Sugimura, Director 

City of Seattle Department of Planning and Development 

c/o Jeffrey S. Weber 

Assistant City Attorney 

Seattle City Attorney’s Office 

701 Fifth Avenue, Suite 2050 

P. O. Box 94769 

Seattle, WA 98124-4769 

 

3.3 The decisions challenged here include the DPD “Analysis and Decision of the 

Director” (MUP-14-016/S-4-003) dated October 13, 2014, which, inter alia, accepts as 

adequate and lawful and utilizes the FSEIS; the Director’s Interpretation decisions 14-009 

dated December 2, 2014 and 14-010 dated January 5, 2015; the Director’s  acceptance of 

Hedreen Company’s proposed use of the Land Use Code “combined lot development” 

mechanism and purported significant public benefits; the Seattle Hearing Examiner’s 

prehearing decisions dismissing portions of Petitioner/Plaintiffs’ appeal and declining to 

remand; the Hearing Examiner’s decision quashing Petitioner’s witness subpoenas and 

barring testimony by Design Review Board members; the Findings and Decision of the 

Hearing Examiner for the City of Seattle (Corrected) dated July 14, 2015, upholding the 

Director’s decisions and dismissing Petitioners/Plaintiffs’ appeal.  These are all attached to 

this Petition and Complaint and incorporated here by reference.  
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3.4 Applicant R.C. Hedreen Company Co. is included as a party pursuant to LUPA 

RCW 36.70C.040 (2)(b) (i) and (ii) because it has been identified as the owner of the property 

in question and the applicant for the approvals granted by the Department and upheld by the 

Examiner.  Either one of the Hedreen Company projects would be the largest convention hotel 

facilities in the Pacific Northwest.  The particular proposal approved by the DPD Director and 

the Hearing Examiner is for a 45-story hotel structure with approximately 1265 hotel rooms 

that would also include an 8-story podium of well over 100,000 square feet of meeting rooms, 

ballrooms and pre-function space, plus over 17,000 square feet of street-level retail and 

restaurants, and below-grade parking for approximately 500 vehicles. 

3.5 Both Petitioners/Plaintiffs Unite Here and Alliance members include persons 

who live and work in the downtown neighborhood, including in close proximity to the 

proposed projects and who will be directly, adversely impacted by the projects’ adverse 

impacts with regard to traffic; affordable housing; height, bulk, and scale; pedestrian 

circulation and safety; shadowing; and other aspects and elements of the environment.  

Petitioner/Plaintiff Unite Here’s members are particularly impacted by the proposed projects’ 

demolition of the site’s existing affordable housing, site re-development, and consequent 

impacts.  They are workers in the hospitality and food service industries who are typically 

paid low wages, have little or no benefits, struggle to afford housing in downtown Seattle, and 

depend on reasonable access to their jobs in downtown Seattle.  Both Petitioners/Plaintiffs are 

aggrieved and prejudiced by the inadequacy of the SEIS on which the Director’s Decision has 

been based as well as by the unlawful unfair procedures utilized by the Director and upheld 
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by the Examiner in approving the Department’s Decision.  A decision in favor of 

Petitioners/Plaintiffs would substantially eliminate or redress such prejudice.  

3.6 The Hearing Examiner in a May 13, 2015 decision (attached and incorporated 

here) rejected Hedreen Company’s challenge to the Petitioners/Plaintiffs’ and their members’ 

standing.   

3.7 The Hearing Examiner Decisions (and underlying subsidiary decisions 

including those of City Departments) meet each of the LUPA RCW 36.70C.130 standards for 

relief , are contrary to law, not supported by substantial evidence and clearly erroneous in: 

3.7.1 dismissing appeal grounds that DPD failed to provide all required 

public notices concerning the project and that DPD notices were substantively 

insufficient, incorrect, and inaccurate; concluding that the Code requirement that 

public notices include “a list of other land use decisions sought” was not violated by, 

inter alia, the failure to list combined lot development and the integral role that would 

be played by “Lot B”; and upholding the City’s failure to provide public notice of the 

actual development proposal, depriving the public of fundamental rights to notice and 

opportunity to comment on the full scope of the proposal;   

3.7.2  dismissing the appeal ground that DPD’s Design Review process and 

decision were affected by fundamental procedural and substantive errors including 

inter alia, the failure to record Design Review Board proceedings, the failure to have 

purported Design Review Board meeting minutes reviewed and approved by the 

Design Review Board itself, the failure to disclose whether and how the projects 

subjected to Design Review met or did not meet all regulatory requirements, and the 
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failure to recognize that the scope of Design Review Board review includes Land Use 

Code considerations; 

3.7.3 ex parte quashing subpoenas issued by Petitioners/Plaintiffs  for 

hearing testimony by Design Review Board members, including one member who had 

indicated her willingness to do so;   

3.7.4 dismissing issues concerning DPD’s and Hedreen Company’s violation 

of SEPA, RCW Ch. 43.21C and coordinate WAC regulations, as well as the Seattle 

Municipal Code, and DPD’s Director’s Rules and contract requirements and 

applicable rules concerning preparation of the Final Supplemental Environment 

Impact Statement (“FSEIS”), including but not limited to allowing SEIS preparation to 

be affected by significant conflicts of interest conflicts, failing to properly carry out 

supervision of preparation of the SEIS, and withholding  information to which the 

public was entitled under the SEPA regulations and which was necessary for 

preparation of informed comments on the DSEIS comments.  

3.7.5  failing to recognize as an issue and instead upholding an FSEIS that 

does not adequately and accurately disclose and analyze housing, particularly 

affordable housing impacts and mitigation, including its failure to disclose and address 

Hedreen Company’s artifices to avoid substantial Code-required payments for 

affordable housing in return for a larger development; 

3.7.6  failing, despite early and repeated objections and requests in the record 

by Petitioners/Plaintiffs (which the Examiner’s Decision erroneously ignores) to 

remand the Director’s October 13, 2014 MUP Decision to DPD for preparation of a 
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new Decision and a new appeal period because the DPD Director formally admitted in 

her December 2, 2014 Interpretation Decision that the October MUP Decision had 

approved the project on an improper “one-site development” basis, but announced that 

she would nonetheless allow  the project to proceed on a  newly proposed “significant 

public benefit” basis that had not been before the Department or known to the public 

until nearly two months after the appeal period had run out on the Director’s October 

13, 2014 Decision, contrary to Code requirements for issuance of a MUP Decision; 

3.7.7  upholding the Director’s determination to allow the MUP for the 

Hedreen Company project based on the Code “combined lot development” provision 

requiring “significant public benefits,” when the project features claimed as such 

benefits were not the result of the combined lot development as required by SMC 

23.49.041; were already present in the project as a result of Design Review Board 

review without regard to “combined lot development”; presented significant public 

safety risks; are designed, with City approval, to be inaccessible e.g. to disabled 

persons; the claimed benefits are not actually part of the project plans and application; 

and in any event do not meet the Code requirement that they be “significant”;   

3.7.8 refusing to remand the application to the Design Review Board for 

further consideration and review in light of the new disclosure that the project would 

be allowed to proceed on a combined lot development “significant public benefit” 

basis implicating Lot B and involving project modifications that were not consistent 

with the basis and outcome of Design Review Board review; 
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3.7.9 allowing the project additional FAR (more intense development) by 

ignoring Code requirements for FAR allowances, including, e.g. that a new structure 

must be proposed for the “sending” lot; 

3.7.10 refusing to address the inconsistency of the project’s purported 

“significant public benefits” with Code Downtown Amenity Standards or to remand 

for the Design Review Board to do so when the Petitioners/Plaintiffs had specifically 

called out in their supplemental interpretation request the Code definition for “public 

benefit feature” which says it is an “amenity” in the Downtown zones; when the City 

and Hedreen Company cited and the Examiner accepted various authorities in their 

post-hearing written Closing Statements; and when they had claimed, inaccurately, 

that there were no definitions or standards to guide application of the “significant 

public benefit” Code requirement;   

3.7.11 refusing to consider, on grounds that it should have been raised in 

Petitioners/Plaintiffs October 24, 2014 appeal the objection that the FSEIS failed to 

list, disclose, and address approvals and issues related to the combined lot 

development “significant public benefit approval”, where the FSEIS explicitly stated 

that Hedreen Company had chosen to use the “one site development” rather than 

combined lot significant public benefit approach and the DPD/Hedreen Company 

agreement to switch to adoption of  a combined lot development approach did not 

occur until two months after close of the period for appeal of the MUP and FSEIS;  

3.7.12 ignoring, misapprehending, and mischaracterizing the record which 

demonstrates that the SEIS traffic analysis was inadequate and misleading in its 
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disclosure and analysis of impacts, existing conditions, and potential mitigation and 

erroneously concluding that full disclosure of impacts pursuant to SEPA is not 

required where the City Code has limited mitigation options in the zone in question. 

3.8 Relief should therefore be granted pursuant to LUPA and SEPA reversing and 

remanding the Examiner’s July 14, 2015 Decision and subsidiary Examiner and City orders 

and decisions and/or  requiring that the MUP application be denied and/or that the FSEIS be 

withdrawn, supplemented and revised and then re-circulated for public comment prior to new 

decisions on the Hedreen Company MUP application and/or that the matter be subject to new, 

fully informed, properly recorded, and procedurally correct review by the Design Review 

Board as a predicate to any DPD Decision, and/or requiring that the Examiner address and 

resolve issues that arose as a result of her failure to remand when the Department announced 

that the basis for its MUP approval of the project had changed.  

IV. PETITION FOR STATUTORY AND CONSTITUTIONAL WRITS OF 

REVIEW 

4.1 Paragraphs 1.1 through 3.8 are incorporated as if fully set forth here. 

4.2 Petitioners/Plaintiffs have no plain, speedy or adequate remedy at law.  

4.3 This Court should use its statutory and constitutional writ authority to require 

production of the record in this matter, to review that record, and render a judgment as to the 

actions of the City in this matter, including with regard to actions and decisions not within the 

scope of the Land Use Petition Act.   

V. COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 

AND PETITION FOR WRIT OF MANDAMUS: STREET VACATION 

AND CONSTITUTIONAL CAUSE OF ACTION 

5.1  Paragraphs 1.1 through 4.3 are incorporated as if fully set forth here. 
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5.2 Petitioners/Plaintiffs membership include Seattle taxpayers who have standing 

to challenge the legality of governmental action based on their taxpayer status.  

5.3 The Hedreen Company project approved by the Director’s October 13, 2014 

Decision, upheld by the Hearing Examiner, depends on reconfiguration and perpetual use of 

the public alley adjacent to the project site for the hotel/convention facility’s main entrance 

and vehicular access. 

5.4 However, Hedreen Company has not been required to and has not complied 

with state statutory requirements including RCW Ch. 35.79 and City processes to vacate and 

reconfigure the public alley and to compensate the City.  

5.5 The plan approved by the City effectively allows permanent use of City 

property for private use and at City expense in violation of the Washington Constitution 

including Article 8 section 7. 

5.6 This Court should therefore grant declaratory and injunctive relief and issue a 

writ of mandamus barring implementation of the plan and/or requiring that Hedreen Company 

proceed through the public street vacation process as a prerequisite to plan implementation. 

VI. COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 

AND PETITION FOR WRIT OF MANDAMUS: HANDICAPPED 

ACCESSIBILITY 

6.1  Paragraphs 1.1 through 5.6  are incorporated as if fully set forth here.  

6.2 The City has agreed with the Hedreen Company that the so-called pedestrian 

walkway for the project, created in part by modifying the existing public alley and relied upon 

as a “significant public benefit” to obtain approval of the project will not be handicapped 

accessible as required under federal and state law.  
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6.3 The City has a nondiscretionary duty to review and reject/deny all plans, 

including for public and private development that do not affirmatively provide handicapped 

accessibility.  

6.4  The project and its proposed use of the public right of way as approved by the 

City is in violation of Titles II and III of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) 

(42 U.S.C. §§ 12131-12164 and 42 U.S.C. §§ 12181-12189), the Department of Justice’s 

ADA Title II and Title III Regulations (28 CFR 35 and 28 CFR 36), the 2010 ADA Standards 

for Accessible Design, and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Section 504) (29 

U.S.C. §794), RCW 35.68.075, RCW 36.68.076,  as well as provisions regarding accessibility 

in the 2012 Seattle Building Code, including but not limited to Chapter 11 of the 2012 Seattle 

Building Code titled “Accessibility”, (Section 1101 et seq.), and Executive Order 01-2012 

issued by the Mayor of Seattle on May 11, 2012.  

6.5  This Court should therefore grant declaratory and injunctive relief and issue a 

writ of mandamus barring implementation of the Hedreen Company project plan until it 

complies with accessibility requirements.  

VII. PRAYER FOR RELIEF  

Petitioners/Plaintiffs request relief cumulatively and in the alternative as follows: 

7.1 All of the relief requested above, including in paragraphs 1.9, 3.8, 4.3, 5.6, and 

6.5; 

7.1 Review of the record; 







City of Seattle 
Edward B. Murray, Mayor 

 

Department of Planning and Development 

D. M. Sugimura, Director 

 

 

CITY OF SEATTLE 

ANALYSIS AND DECISION OF THE DIRECTOR OF 

THE DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

 

 

Application Number: 3016917 

 

Applicant Name: Dave Schneider, LMN Architects, for R.C. Hedreen Co. 

 

Address of Proposal: 808 Howell Street 

 

 

SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL 
 

Land Use Application to allow a 45-story hotel building that includes an 8-story podium of 

meeting rooms, ballrooms and hotel functions, 1,264 hotel rooms, street-level retail and 

restaurants totaling 17,016 sq. ft.  Parking for 505 vehicles will be located below grade. Four 

existing structures will be demolished.  A Final Supplemental EIS (FSEIS) for the Ninth & 

Stewart Mixed-Use Development has been prepared. 

 

The following approvals are required: 

 

 Design Review – Chapter 23.41 Seattle Municipal Code. 

 

Development Standard Departures from upper level modulation (required on 

Stewart Steet and 8th Avenue upper facades).  (SMC 23.49.058.B.2) 

 

Development Standard Departure from upper level setback on designated Green 

Street (9th Avenue).  (SMC 23.49.058.F.2) 
 

Development Standard Departure to exceed upper level width limit of the 

structure parallel to the Avenues (8th & 9th).  (SMC 23.49.058.C) 
 

Development Standard Departures from façade setback limits between the street 

lot line and street façade (Stewart Street, 9
th

 & 8
th

 Aveues).  (SMC 

23.49.056.B) 
 

Development Standard Departure from minimum continuous façade height of a 

Class 1 pedestrian street (8
th

 Avenue). (SMC 23.49.056.A) 
 
 SEPA – Environmental Determination – Chapter 25.05 Seattle Municipal Code. 
 
 

 



Application No. 3016917 

Page 2 

SEPA DETERMINATION:   [   ]   Exempt   [   ]   DNS   [   ]   MDNS   [X]   EIS** 

 

[   ]   DNS with conditions 

 

[   ]   DNS involving non-exempt grading or demolition, 

      or involving another agency with jurisdiction. 

 
*The Director of DPD published notice of availability of the Final Supplemental EIS on September 29, 2014, and 

has determined that the FSEIS has provided adequate analysis of the proposal.  

 

Site area: 92,031 sq. ft., proposed buildout area is 

63,924 sq. ft. 

  

Site Zone: DOC2 500/300-500 

  

Nearby Zones: (North)  DOC2 500/300-500 

 (South)  DOC2 500/300-500  

 (East)  DMC340/290-400 

 (West)   DOC2 500/300-500   

 

Current Development 

 

There are currently four structures and two surface parking lots located on the development site. 

The three story masonry building along the north edge of the site, addressed as 807 Stewart 

Street, formerly functioned as the Greyhound Bus Terminal. The other structures include:  a 

retail building at 1816 8
th

 Avenue, “The Bonair,” at 1800 8
th

 Avenue, a four-story mixed use 

building with retail and 48 apartment units, and a seven-story office structure, the “Roffe 

Building,” at 808 Howell Street.   

 

Vehicular access is currently from the alley and via curb cuts on 8th Avenue, 9th Avenue and 

Howell Street. 

 

This site is located in Seattle’s Downtown Urban Center and within the Denny Triangle 

Neighborhood. More specifically, the site occupies one full block that is bounded by Stewart 

Stree on the north, Howell Street on the south, Eighth Avenue on the west and Ninth Avenue on 

the east.  Although Eighth and Ninth Avenues are aligned is a northwest/southeast direction and 

Stewart and Howell Streets in a generally northeast/southwest direction within the existing street 

grid, to simplify discussion in the FSEIS and in the architects’ presentations, 8
th

 and 9
th

 Avenues 

are assumed to lie in a north/south direction and Stewart and Howell Streets are assumed to line 

in an east/west direction.  

 

The full city block is slightly irregularly-shaped along its western bounadary due to the 

convergence of separate street grids in the area. An “L”-shaped, 16-foot wide public alley bisects 

the block. Once running generally north/south between Stewart and Howell Streets, the north 

120 feet of the alley was vacated in 1927 (Ord.#52344), with a connecting parcel from the alley 

running to 9
th

 Avenue dedicated in 1928, thus forming the “L”-shaped, avec-serif, alley that 

exists today. 

 

The project site slopes approximately 22 feet from east to west. 
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The surface parking located at the southeast corner of the block, currently accessory to existing 

uses across the alley and addressed like the building that formerly housed the Greyhound Bus 

Terminal as 807 Stewart Stret, would be reconfigured but remain accessory to the new uses on 

the block. 
 

The pattern of existing land uses immediately surrounding the project includes a mix of office, 

residential, medical, hotel and parking uses.  Gethsemene Lutheran Church, together with a 

connected apartment for low income indivuals, lies directly across 9
th

 Avenue to the east. In the 

immediate area surrounding the proposal site several new projects have been completed or have 

received land use and/or construction permits. 
 
 

DESIGN REVIEW ANALYSIS 
 

EARLY DESIGN GUIDANCE MEETING:  April 22, 2014  
 

The packet includes materials presented at the meeting, and is available online by entering the project 

number at this website: 

http://www.seattle.gov/dpd/Planning/Design_Review_Program/Project_Reviews/Reports/default.asp. 
 

The packet is also available to view in the 3016917 file, and by contacting the Public Resource 

Center at DPD: 

Mailing 

Address: 

Public Resource Center 
700 Fifth Ave., Suite 2000 

P.O. Box 34019 

Seattle, WA 98124-4019 

Email: PRC@seattle.gov  

 

The proposal is related to another project for  proposed  development at this site (3013951).  That 

project, larger in scope and footprint, would construct a building that would cover the entire 

block and would require the City’s vacating of the existing “L”-shaped alley. This present 

proposal would construct a building that would occupy the space north and west of the existing 

alley while modifying but maintaining the surface accessory parking lot which lies to the south 

and east of the alley.   
 

The proposed development is for a 500-foot tower hotel building, with approximately 1,270 

guest rooms located above ground floor retail/restaurant space.  The hotel would rest upon a five-

story podium occupied by approximately 85,000 square feet of meeting rooms and ballroom 

space.  Five levels of proposed underground parking would accommodate approximately 450 

automobiles.  Six truck-loading bays would also be accommodated at grade off the alley.  As 

proposed in the preferred scheme, the common parking garage would take access from an 

interior drive connecting 8
th

 to the alley. Trucks would utilize the same driveway off 8
th

 Avenue.  

Project work for the proposal would include landscape and pedestrian improvements along each 

of the four encompassing streets, with “Green Street” improvements required on the portion of 

9
th

 Avenue abutting the proposal.   
 

At the Early Design Guidance meeting the design team form LMN architects briefly touched 

upon the development objectives, identified as:  providing a hotel on site that functions 

efficiently, with ground level related retail and restaurants that will activate the streetscapes 

primarily along 8
th

 Avenue and along Stewart Street. 
 

http://www.seattle.gov/dpd/Planning/Design_Review_Program/Project_Reviews/Reports/default.asp
mailto:PRC@seattle.gov
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“Site functionality” was given a good deal of attention in the presentation, with comparisons 

made in the printed materials to other Seattle hotels. Three alternative massing models were 

briefly presented to the Board. Alternative “A” placed the hotel tower on Stewart Street with 

lobbies and pre-function spaces for meeting rooms aligned beneath the tower. A five-story 

podium extended along 8
th

 Avenue to the intersection with Howell Street, and included ballroom 

spaces above the primary truck loading dock.  Alternative “B” placed the tower along 8
th

 

Avenue, with lobby and pre-function spaces extending along the 8
th

 Avenue and Howell Street 

edges of the structure, enabling the loading dock to be located at the northeast quadrant of the 

site. The ballroom spaces were located in the podium above the loading bays and extended along 

Stewart Street.  Alternative “C,” the alternative preferred by the applicants, located the hotel 

tower at the southernmost edge of the site, generally aligning it with the Howell Street and 8
th

 

Avenue edges.  Lobbies and pre-function spaces would be located beneath the tower.  The hotel 

lobby would align with a porte cochere just off the southern portion of the alley.  The truck 

loading would be relegated to the portion of the podium running between Stewart Street  and the 

northern leg of the alley.  It would be pulled to the alley so as to allow retail spaces surrounding 

it to face onto 9
th

 Avenue, Stewart Street and 8
th

 Avenue. 

 

PUBLIC COMMENT 
 

The following comments, issues and concerns were raised: 

 Place the tower structure close to Stewart Street; it would be closer to office structures 

and allow more breathing space to the residential towers near Olive and 8
th

 

 Prefer Option “A” over applicant’s preferred Option “C” 

 A “giant step backwards,” compared to the earlier proposal (#3013951) for a full-block 

build-out with an alley vacation 

 The biggest flaw with this proposal is that in effect it relies on using the public alley for 

private purposes 

 Proposal is incomplete without providing information regarding development potential 

of the lot on the corner of 9
th

 and Howell, not included as part of this proposal 

 Appears “less thoughtful” than earlier proposal (#3013951), and “less sensitive” 

 The big question, given all the functional requirements serving the hotel, how will the 

alley maintain its status as “public space”? 

 

BOARD’S DELIBERATIONS 

 

The Board began its deliberations with the Chairperson noting some basic areas that stood in 

need of further discussion and resolution: 

 the location of the hotel tower 

 the functionality of the alley and the relationship of alley to the proposed porte cochere 

 the proposed podium, does it do enough to meet the street and activate the sidewalks at 

each of the three street edges? 

 the requested departures:  how do they enhance the proposal? 

 

LOCATION of the TOWER 

 

Despite public comment preferring the location of the tower along Stewart Street, the Board 

members were in agreement that locating the tower to  anchor the corner of 8
th

 and Howell as in 

the applicant’s “Preferred Alternative (“C”), made the most sense, functionally and aesthetically. 
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Extending the tower to the street corner provided a northern edge to the Olive/Howell triangle 

and was considered a strong urban design move. This also allowed for the shadows cast by the 

tower to fall across the site and to be partially contained.  The location allowed the lobby and 

lounge areas of the hotel to enliven the sidewalks along Howell and 8
th

 while the retail wrap of 

the loading bays parallel to Stewart Street allowed for retail on 8
th

, Stewart and 9
th

, retail uses 

oriented in a more pronounced way to the upper Denney Triangle area. The Board acknowledged 

that the applicants had done a good job in siting the development and of explaining “why,” in the 

preferred scheme, “things were where they were.”  

 

FUNCTIONALITY of the ALLEY 

 

Likewise, the Board was agreed with the appropriateness of uses set along the dog-legged alley. 

In providing a driveway running from 8
th

 Avenue and joining the portion of the alley running 

from the middle of the block to 9
th

 Avenue, truck maneuvering and loading/unloading was 

effectively disengaged from porte cochere operations located on the portion of the alley 

perpendicular to it and intersecting with Stewart Street.  There would be sufficient length of the 

area in the alley for taxi and valet drop off, located away from the truck-loading area and 

pathway.  

 

While accepting the principles of the separate truck-loading and passenger drop-off/pick-up 

zones, the Board made it clear that they would like to see much more detail about how the porte 

cochere, in particular, would actually work. Additionally, the Board was clear in their request 

that questions of functionality should be couched within a wider presentation that addressed the 

issue of clearly maintaining a sense of public space and even pedestrian public space within the 

alley.  Aspects of sidewalks, staff entries, pedestrian shortcuts, each safe and attractive, needed 

to be addressed.  How can the alley function as needed for hotel purposes and vehicular mobility 

and still maintain itself as a space that transcends that functionality? The answer to that question 

might well be the measure of the ability of the alley to maintain itself as a public space.  

 

ENGAGING FACADES 

 

Providing for an engaging experience as well as for functionality along the lower levels of the 

podium was an obvious challenge for the project. Since the upper podium levels along the 

alleyways would be needed for back-of house functions, and since these upper facades would be 

clearly viewed from 9
th

 Avenue and from Stewart Street, their treatment was a vital challenge for 

achieving an attractive, integrated design. The alley facades should be treated as if they were 

street-facing facades, the Board commented. Design should address a building with six (or 

seven) distinct facades. Related to this, the Board would expect at the next meeting to see a clear 

presentation of what could be built on the lot cornering on the 9th and Howell intersection. 

 

The Board was not impressed with what they was referred to as the “saddle bag” sitting at the 

lower portion of the north-west facing (Stewart Street) façade of the hotel tower. There was a 

strong call from the Board that this protuberance, fitted to accommodate rooms and elevators 

terminating at a lower level of the tower, needed to be more finely integrated with the tower.  

This might well mean some integration into a tower conceived more sculpturally, one less 

fiercely rectilinear. 
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OTHER ISSUES 
 
The street-level façade on 8

th
 Avenue should be made inviting; the area described as “lounge” 

should become a “nice moment” at the corner and northward along the block of 8
th

 Avenue, 

especially since it will need to contrast with the large, low-ceilinged opening proposed for 

abetting large truck turns into the interior of the site. There too, attention must be paid to offering 

an adequate invitation for pedestrians as well as vehicles to venture in.  With the grand gestures 

made toward porosity and transparency around the whole-block podium of the earlier proposal 

now gone, even greater attention must be given to the finer grain, to making the retail spaces and 

areas along the sidewalks “zing”. 
 
Generally, the Board members were convinced that this proposal was going in the right direction, 

that the development team was asking the right questions and that it should proceed to further 

design development, with the assistance of the Board’s guidance, and to Master Use Permit 

application. There was, nonetheless, a sense of disappointment shared by the Board, especially 

the three Board members who had recommended approval of DPD Proposal #3013951 for the 

same site. That feeling was conveyed in the thought that what had earlier been recommended for 

approval by the Board was a proposal for a Grand Convention Hotel, while the current proposal 

was for a conventional hotel, albeit aggrandized.  The Board would be delighted to see, when the 

proposal was returned, a touch of something special, a certain bestowal of elegance or grace, that 

would embolden the proposed building to be more than just another Seattle hotel.  
 
DESIGN GUIDELINES 
 
After visiting the site, considering the analysis of the site and context provided by the 

proponents, hearing public comment, and addressing their major concerns regarding the 

proposal, the Design Review Board members, at the time of the first early design guidance 

meeting,  rovided the siting and design guidance described above and identified by letter and 

number those siting and design guidelines found in the City of Seattle’s Design Review 

Guidelines for Downtown Development they believed to be of highest priority for this project. 
 
A. Site Planning 
 
A-1 Respond to the Physical Environment 

Develop an architectural concept and compose the building’s massing in response to geographic 

conditions and patterns of urban form found beyond the immediate context of the building site. 
 
A-2 Enhance the Skyline 

Design the upper portion of the building to promote visual interest and variety in the downtown 

skyline. 
 
B. Architectural Expression:  Relating to the Neighborhood Context 
 
B-1 Respond to the Neighborhood Context 

Develop an architectural concept and compose the major building elements to reinforce 

desirable urban features existing in the surrounding neighborhood. 
 
B-2 Create a Transition in Bulk and Scale  

Compose the massing of the building to create a transition to the height, bulk, and scale of 

development in neighboring or nearby less-intensive zones. 
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B-3 Reinforce the Positive Urban Form and Architectural Attributes of the Immediate Area 

Consider the predominant attributes of the immediate neighborhood and reinforce desirable 

siting patterns, massing arrangements, and streetscape characteristics of nearby development. 
 
B-4 Design a Well-Proportioned and Unified Building 

Compose the massing and organize the publicly accessible interior and exterior spaces to create 

a well-proportioned building that exhibits a coherent architectural concept.  Design the 

architectural elements and finish details to create a unified building, so that all components 

appear integral to the whole. 
 
C. The Streetscape:  Creating the Pedestrian Environment 
 
C-1 Promote Pedestrian Interaction 

Spaces for street level uses should be designed to engage pedestrians with the activities 

occurring within them.  Sidewalk-related spaces should be open to the general public and 

appear safe and welcoming. 
 
C-2 Design Facades of Many Scales 

Design architectural features, fenestration patterns, and material compositions that refer to the 

scale of human activities occurring within them. Building facades should be composed of 

elements scaled to promote pedestrian comfort, safety, and orientation. 
 
C-3 Provide Active, Not Blank, Facades 

Buildings should not have large blank walls facing the street, especially near sidewalks. 
 
C-4 Reinforce Building Entries 

To promote pedestrian comfort, safety, and orientation, reinforce the building’s entry. 
 
C-5 Encourage Overhead Weather Protection 

Encourage project applicants to provide continuous, well-lit overhead weather protection to 

improve pedestrian comfort and safety along major pedestrian routes. 
 
C-6 Develop the Alley Façade 

To increase pedestrian safety, comfort, and interest, develop portions of the alley façade in 

response to the unique conditions of the site or project. 
 
D. Public Amenities: Enhancing the Streetscape and Open Space 
 
D-2 Enhance the Building with Landscaping  

Enhance the building and site with substantial landscaping, which includes special pavements, 

trellises, screen walls, planters, and site furniture, as well as living plant material. 
 
D-5 Provide Adequate Lighting 

To promote a sense of security for people downtown during nighttime hours, provide appropriate 

levels of lighting on the building façade, on the underside of overhead weather protection, on 

and around street furniture, in merchandizing display windows, and on signage 
 
D-6 Design for Personal Safety and Security 

Design the building and site to enhance the real and perceived feeling of personal safety and 

security in the immediate area. 
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E. Vehicular Access and Parking  

 

E-1 Minimize Curbcut Impacts 

Minimize adverse impacts of curbcuts on the safety and comfort of pedestrians. 

 

E-2 Integrate Parking Facilities 

Minimize the visual impact of parking by integrating parking facilities with surrounding 

development.  Incorporate architectural treatments or suitable landscaping to provide for the 

safety and comfort of people using the facility as well as those walking by. 

 

E-3 Minimize the Presence of Service Areas 

Locate service areas for trash dumpsters, loading docks, mechanical equipment and the like way 

from the street where possible.  Screen from view those elements which for programmatic 

reasons cannot be located away from the street front. 

 

DEPARTURES 

 

At the Early Design Guidance meeting two departures were requested from modulation 

requirements.  They were both from SMC 23.49.058.B.1, requiring vertical modulation above 

the 85-foot level, one applicable to the north elevation along Stewart Street (see p.56 of the 

presentation packet) and the other along 8
th

 Avenue.  A third requested departure was from the 

tower-width requirement of SMC 23. 49.058.C, which would not permit any portion of the 

building above 240 feet to exceed 145 feet in width. Since two of the three requested departures 

were involved in the proposed “saddle-bag” feature of the tower, the Board noted that they 

would be reluctant to grant the departures as stated, unless their concerns about the tower were 

addressed.  But, in fact, they would be willing to entertain a departure for a greater width to the 

tower if they were favorably persuaded by the sculptural integrity of a redesigned tower element.  

The Board noted that they would expect a clear statement of all departure requests and an 

explanation of how such requests would better meet the intentions of the design guidelines at the 

time of the forthcoming Recommendation Meeting. (See below, after the discussion regarding 

the Final Recommendation Meeting, for a matrix with all the departure requests and their 

dispositions.) 

 

INITIAL RECOMMENDATION MEETING:  July 15, 2014 

 

The packet includes materials presented at the meeting, and is available online by entering the project 

number at this website: 

http://www.seattle.gov/dpd/Planning/Design_Review_Program/Project_Reviews/Reports/default.asp.   

 

The packet is also available to view in the 3016917 file, by contacting the Public Resource 

Center at DPD: 

Mailing 

Address: 

Public Resource Center 
700 Fifth Ave., Suite 2000 

P.O. Box 34019 

Seattle, WA 98124-4019 

Email: PRC@seattle.gov  

 

http://www.seattle.gov/dpd/Planning/Design_Review_Program/Project_Reviews/Reports/default.asp
mailto:PRC@seattle.gov
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DESIGN PRESENTATION 
 
The presentation on behalf of the design team reiterated development objectives and the urban 

design analysis from the earlier meeting, then proceeded with a detailed formal analysis of the 

proposed structure. The design proposal was an expression of internal, more-public spaces as 

transparent voids between the more solid forms of ballrooms, meeting spaces and functional 

elements of a large hotel. The street-level retail and lobby spaces were to be expressed as a 

nearly continuous ribbon of transparent frontages, topped by two distinct podium expressions, 

one containing ballroom, the other meeting rooms, with a large, glazed recess incised into the 

ballroom podium level, revealing pre-function spaces while emphasizing the horizontality of the 

podium form.  
 
The hotel tower, separated by a recessed gasket with a distinct glass and metal exterior wall 

system above the meeting-rooms podium, would be further differentiated from the podium by 

windows of similar shape but of much smaller size. The tower itself had undergone significant 

refinement, with the north and south facades shrunk in size by approximately 6 feet and a 

recessed notch running the entire vertical height of the tower and engaging materially the rooftop 

penthouse, thereby emphasizing the slenderness of that side of the tower. (Refer to the 

Recommendation Meeting packet for a fuller presentation of the overall massing of podiums and 

tower and the materials intended for the various components of the structure, especially pp.31-

41). 
 

PUBLIC COMMENT 
 

There were no comments from members of the public at the first Recommendation meeting. 
 

BOARD’S DELIBERATIONS 
 

At the Early Design Guidance meeting the Board members unanimously agreed that locating the 

tower to anchor the corner of 8
th

 and Howell as in the applicant’s “Preferred Alternative (“C”), 

was correct, functionally and aesthetically. Deliberations at the Recommendation Meeting 

confirmed the applicants’ formal composition and refinements, including the revised massing 

scheme which further articulated the programmatic elements into two distinct podiums and a 

more unified, streamlined hotel tower. 
 

The Board had concerns at the Early Design Guidance meeting regarding a sketchy presentation 

of the alley functions and appearance.  They expressed gratitude at being given a much fuller 

graphic presentation of the look, feel and operation of the porte cochere in the alley.  The models 

demonstrated for the Board that the alley could operate as planned even with a future, as yet 

unspecified, building located on the lot currently occupied by parking. Truck maneuvering and 

loading/unloading were shown to be effectively disengaged from porte cochere operations 

located in the alley.  The drawings effectively showed how a sense of public space could be 

maintained within the alley.   
 

Providing for an engaging experience as well as for functionality along the lower levels of the 

podium was an obvious challenge for the project, as noted by the Board at the Early Design 

Guidance meeting.  Since both the upper and lower podium levels along the alleyways would be 

needed for back-of house functions, and since these upper facades would be clearly viewed from 

9
th

 Avenue and from Stewart Street, their treatment was a vital challenge for achieving an 

attractive, integrated design. The alley drop-off entry was clearly seen as an attractive “street-

front like” area and the façade of the podium above with its regular pattern of fenestration was 

adequately engaging. The polished white precast concrete façade of the ballroom podium along 
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the alley, attractively jointed and detailed, would help to enhance the windowless alley façade, 

although the alley-level lower portion of the façade would still demand careful attention to make 

it engaging as well. 
 

BOARD’S CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
 

Discussion related to the requested departures led to some further discussion and to the Board’s 

request for conditions to accompany their endorsements of the departures: 
 

1. The Board was agreed that in approving the first departure of façade modulation on the north 

elevation, the horizontal slot should exhibit a single recessed glass plane, and the glass bump-

out for the meeting room at the corner of 9
th

 Avenue and Stewart Street should be eliminated. 

2. In approving the departure from the upper level Green Street setback, the Board requested 

that the Green Street landscaping plan for 9
th

 Avenue be changed into an integrated strategy 

that would include special paving and plantings and street furniture, a comprehensive design 

that would foster and elicit a strong and distinctive desire for people to want to be there. 
 

The Board was split regarding illuminating the two corners of the north-facing slot in the hotel 

tower with LED lighting.  Two of the Board members were opposed to the lights, the other two 

somewhat indifferent to the idea.  Without conditioning their approval of a departure to allow for 

extra width to the tower, the Board urged the design team to continue to explore (and perhaps 

model) whether the proposed change in the color and texture of materials (white to gray) at the 

slot would be sufficient to accent the slot in a pleasant, if subtle, way. Also, regarding the 

intention to array the mechanical systems atop the ballroom podium, ganged but without 

common screening--and not without a certain attractiveness in its graphic depictions-- the Board 

voiced a cautionary approval:  “as long as it stays neat and tidy.”  
 

BOARD’S RECOMMENDATION OF APPROVAL 
 

Although the four Board members attending the Recommendation Meeting on July 15, 2014 

recommended approval of the project as presented at the meeting, and of the departures 

requested, with the two conditions of approval noted, subsequent zoning review indicated the 

need for additional departures from development standards needing approval in order to proceed 

with the building design presented to the Board. At the applicants’ request, the proposal would 

then be returned to a regularly scheduled meeting of the Board at which time the departure 

requests and appropriate rationale, together with supporting graphic materials, would be 

presented. 
 

FINAL RECOMMENDATION MEETING:  September 16, 2014  
 

The packet includes materials presented at the meeting, and is available online by entering the project 

number at this website: 

http://www.seattle.gov/dpd/Planning/Design_Review_Program/Project_Reviews/Reports/default.asp.   
 

The packet is also available to view in the 3016917 file, by contacting the Public Resource 

Center at DPD: 

Mailing 

Address: 

Public Resource Center 
700 Fifth Ave., Suite 2000 

P.O. Box 34019 

Seattle, WA 98124-4019 

Email: PRC@seattle.gov  

 

http://www.seattle.gov/dpd/Planning/Design_Review_Program/Project_Reviews/Reports/default.asp
mailto:PRC@seattle.gov
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DESIGN PRESENTATION 
 

Envelope Design Refinements    
 

In addressing the Board’s first condition of approval dating from the Recommendation Meeting 

held on July 15, 2014, at which time the Board asked that the horizontal slot on the north façade 

should maintain a single recessed glass plane, and that the glass bump-out for the meeting room 

at the corner of 9
th

 Avenue and Stewart Street be eliminated, the design team hit upon a solution 

they believed addressed the Board’s concerns in a manner more interesting and pleasing than 

simply recessing the glass plane that formed the edge of the meeting room behind. The edge of 

the meeting room area, formerly glazed, would terminate in a plane that is a continuation of the 

pre-cast façade of the ballroom and pre-function wing.  The glazed slot that formerly wrapped 

around the east façade would now terminate at the meeting room and wrap the opposite corner at 

Stewart Street and 8
th

 Avenue (see pages 2-5 in the packet prepared for the September 16, 2014 

meeting, available on-line). 
 

Additional Departures 
 

Two departures from development standards, in addition to the four noted above as 

recommended for approval at the July 15, 2014 meeting, had subsequently been identified and a 

request was made for the their approval. 
 

PUBLIC COMMENT 
 

Public comment conjectured that approval of the design and departures would be precipitate 

since unspecified future actions could mandate changes in the proposed plans. 
 

BOARD DELIBERATIONS 
 

The Board unanimously agreed that the design changes provided a more elegant solution than 

seen before and expressed their approval of the refinements and of the overall design (5-0). 
 

DESIGN DEPARTURES 
 

SUMMARY OF REQUESTED DEPARTURES, July 15, 2014 
 

Standard Requirement Request 
Architects Rationale 

for Departure 
Board Direction 

Façade Modulation 

23.49.058.B.2 
 

Façade modulation is 

required at a height of 

85 feet above the 

sidewalk for any 

portion of a structure 

located within 15 feet 

of the property line.  

The proposal 

would substitute a 

horizontally-

oriented 

modulation in lieu 

of the required 

vertical 60’ wide 

modulation on the 

north facade. 

This modulated slit 

on the Stewart Street 

façade replicates the 

transparent 

horizontal strip at 

the street level, 

revealing the pre-

function activities 

above and further 

animating the 

façade. 

 The four members of 

the Board attending 

recommended 

approving the requested 

departure.   

 The requested departure 

helps the design meet 

the following 

guidelines, B-4 

designing a well-

proportioned and 

unified building, C-2, 

designing facades of 

many scales, and C-3, 

providing active 

facades, among others. 
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Standard Requirement Request 
Architects Rationale 

for Departure 
Board Direction 

Façade Modulation 

23.49.058.B.2 

 

Façade modulation is 

required at a height of 

85 feet above the 

sidewalk for any 

portion of a structure 

located within 15 feet 

of the property line.  

The proposal 

would propose a 

vertical band of 

glazing recessed 

3’ along the west 

façade above 8
th

 

Avenue, instead of 

a 60’ vertical strip 

recessed 15’ into 

the façade.   

This modulated slit 

on the 8
th

 Avenue 

façade announces a 

clear distinction 

between the two 

podium masses, 

suggesting a 

separation in 

functionality and 

reinforcing the 

aesthetic and formal 

composition of the 

overall structure. 

 The four members of 

the Board attending 

recommended 

approving the requested 

departure.   

 The requested departure 

helps the design meet 

the following 

guidelines, B-4 

designing a well-

proportioned and 

unified building, C-2, 

designing facades of 

many scales, and C-3, 

providing active 

facades, among others. 
 

Standard Requirement Request 
Architects Rationale 

for Departure 
Board Direction 

Upper level setback at 

Green Street. 

23.49.058.F.2 

 

An upper level 

setback is required at 

a Green Street above a 

height of forty-five 

feet for any portion of 

the structure located 

within 15 feet of the 

property line.  

 

 

The proposed 

design provides a 

15’ set- back at 

the ground floor to 

provide a widened 

sidewalk and an 

animated area 

some 35 feet in 

height. The 

building would 

return to the 

property line 

above 35’ up to 

the roof level of 

the podium at 150 

feet. The podium 

would thereby be 

aligned with 

neighboring 

buildings along 

the Green Street, 

responding to the 

urban context.  

The proposed design 

provides a 15’ set- 

back at the ground 

floor to provide a 

widened sidewalk 

and enhanced 

daylighting, thereby 

enlivening the Green 

Street experience on 

9
th

 Avenue and 

providing a better 

response to the 

prevailing urban 

form. 

 The four members of 

the Board attending 

recommended 

approving the requested 

departure.   

 The requested departure 

helps the design meet 

the following 

guidelines, B-3, 

reinforcing the positive 

urban form,B-4 

designing a well-

proportioned and 

unified building, C-2, 

designing facades of 

many scales, among 

others. 
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Standard Requirement Request 
Architects Rationale 

for Departure 
Board Direction 

Upper level width 

limit 

23.49.058.C 

 

On lots where the 

width and depth of the 

lot each exceed two 

hundred feet, the 

maximum façade 

width of any portion 

of a building above 

240 feet shall be 145 

feet along the general 

north/south axis of a 

site parallel to the 

Avenues, and this 

portion shall be 

separated horizontally 

from any other 

portion of a structure 

on the lot above 240 

feet by at least 80 feet. 

The proposed 

design seeks to 

minimize the 

impact of the 

tower massing on 

the street while 

creating a tower 

that is functional 

while retaining 

aesthetic 

proportionality. 

 

The proposed design 

seeks to minimize 

the impact of the 

tower massing on 

the street while 

creating a functional 

tower of pleasing 

proportions and 

grace. 

The tall, vertical 

form of the tower is 

emphasized rather 

than, alternatively, 

extending the 

podium massing to 

an allowable height 

limit of 240 feet.  

 The four members of 

the Board attending 

recommended 

approving the requested 

departure.   

 The requested departure 

helps the design meet 

the following 

guidelines, A-2, 

enhancing the skyline, 

B-4 designing a well-

proportioned and 

unified building, and C-

2, designing facades of 

many scales, among 

others. 

 
SUMMARY OF REQUESTED DEPARTURES, September 16, 2014 

 

Standard Requirement Request 
Architects Rationale 

for Departure 
Board Direction 

Street Façade Height 

23.49.056.A 
 

8
th

 Avenue, a 

designated Class I 

pedestrian street, 

requires a minimum 

façade height of 35 

feet.  

The driveway 

opening on 8
th

 

Avenue disrupts 

the continuous 

façade minimum 

height of 25 feet.  

The service 

driveway connecting 

to 8
th

 Avenue is an 

essential part of 

making the loading 

requirements work 

and taking loading 

from the street and 

restricting it 

internally to the 

alley. 

 The five members of 

the Board attending 

recommended 

approving the requested 

departure.   

 The requested departure 

helps the design meet 

the following 

guidelines, A-1, 

respond to the physical 

environment, B-1, 

respond to the 

neighborhood context, 

and E-2, integrate 

parking facilities, 

among others. 
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Standard Requirement Request 
Architects Rationale 

for Departure 
Board Direction 

Façade Setback 

Limits 23.49.056.B 

 

Façade setbacks are 

limited by formulae 

on Class I, Class II 

pedestrian streets and 

Green Streets.   

The proposed 

design seeks to 

maintain a 

consistent 

expression at the 

street levels with 

facades stepped 

back from the 

building edge 

above.  The 

departure would 

apply to entirety 

of Stewart Street 

and portions of the 

facades along 8
th

 

Avenue and 

Howell Street.   

Voluntarily 

providing for a 

wider sidewalk 

along Stewart Street, 

equal to those on the 

other streets, and 

creating a 

consistency of the 

pedestrian 

experience around 

the block is 

important, as is 

avoiding conflicts in 

the continuity of 

overhead weather 

protection.  

 The five members of 

the Board attending 

recommended 

approving the requested 

departure.   

 The requested departure 

helps the design meet 

the following 

guidelines, B-4 

designing a well-

proportioned and 

unified building, C-1, 

promoting pedestrian 

interactions.  

 

BOARD RECOMMENDATION 

 

The Board’s recommendations on the requested departures were based upon the departures’ 

potential to help the project better meet the design guideline priorities and achieve a better 

overall design than could be achieved without the departures.   

 

The Board unanimously recommended that DPD grant the departures, subject to the conditions 

listed at the end of this report. 

 

The recommendation summarized above was based on the design review packets dated July 15, 

2014, and September 16, 2014, as well as on the materials shown and verbally described by the 

applicant at the two recommendation meetings.  After considering the site and context, hearing 

public comment, reconsidering the previously identified design priorities and reviewing the 

materials, the five Design Review Board members recommended APPROVAL of the subject 

design and departures, with the following condition: 

 

In approving the departure from the upper level Green Street setback, the Board 

requested that the Green Street landscaping plan for 9
th

 Avenue be changed into an 

integrated strategy that would include special paving and plantings and street furniture, a 

comprehensive design that would foster and elicit a strong and distinctive desire for 

people to want to be there. 

 

This conditions will be required to be resolved prior to MUP issuance, as conditioned at the end 

of this document.   
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DECISION – DESIGN REVIEW 

 

The proposed design is CONDITIONALLY APPROVED subject to the conditions listed 

below. 

 

 

ANALYSIS - SEPA 

 

Environmental review is required pursuant to the Washington Administrative Code 197-11, and 

the Seattle SEPA Ordinance (Seattle Municipal Code Chapter 25.05).  The SEPA Overview 

Policy (SMC 25.05.665) clarifies the relationship between codes, policies and environmental 

review.  Specific policies for each element of the environment, certain neighborhood plans, and 

other policies explicitly referenced may serve as the basis for exercising substantive SEPA 

authority.  The Overview Policy states, in part, “Where City regulations have been adopted to 

address an environmental impact, it shall be presumed that such regulations are adequate to 

achieve sufficient mitigation” subject to some limitations.  Under such limitations/circumstances 

(SMC 25.05.665) mitigation can be considered. 

 

A Draft Environmental Impact Statement was published for the Downtown Height and Density 

Changes in 2003 and the Final EIS published in 2005. The FEIS was a non-project-specific 

document that identified and evaluated probable, significant environmental impacts that might 

result from several zoning alternatives. 

 

The subject site is within the geographic area that was analyzed in the Downtown Height & 

Density FEIS and although the proposed development is within the general range of actions and 

impacts that were evaluated in the various alternatives, the Department of Planning and 

Development determined that a supplemental EIS be prepared for the proposed Ninth & Stewart 

Mixed-Use Development, one that would build upon the analyses contained in the Downtown 

EIS, as encouraged in WAC 197-11-600(2), and identify and evaluate probable, significant 

adverse environmental impacts that could result from development associayed with the Preferred 

Alternatives (1 or 6) for the Ninth & Stewart Mixed-Use Development, the other development 

alternatives, and the no-action alternative, as well as to identify measures to mitigate impacts that 

are so identified. 

 

A scoping meeting was held on November 14, 2013.  Through the EIS Scoping Process, DPD 

determined the alternatives and the environmental issues to be analyzed in the DSEIS.  These 

included ten broad areas of environmental review to be evaluated:  wind, environmental health 

(site assessment), land use and plan/policies, aesthetics (views), light/glare/shadows, housing, 

historic resources, transportation/circulation, and construction-related impacts  

 

A Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the Ninth & Stewart Mixed-Use 

Development for the purpose of analyzing these areas of environmental impact was prepared and 

the Notice of Availability of the Suppllemental EIS (“Addendum to the South Lake Union Final 

EIS for the Height and Density Alternatives”) was published in the City’s Land Use Information 

Bulletin on September 29, 2014.  A notice of the availability of the FSEIS was sent to parties of 

record that commented on the EIS.  In addition, a notice of the availability of the FSEIS was sent 

to parties of record for this project. DPD adopts the SFEIS. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

 

The following is a discussion of the impacts identified in each element of the environment, along 

with indication of any required mitigation for the impacts disclosed.  The impacts detailed below 

were identified and analyzed in the FSEIS.  

 

A. Short Term Impacts Identified in the FSEIS 

 

Construction Impacts 

 

SMC 25.05.675.B provides policies to minimize or prevent temporary adverse impacts 

associated with construction activities.  To that end, the Director may require an assessment of 

noise, drainage, erosion, water quality degradation, habitat disruption, pedestrian circulation and 

parking, transportation, and mud and dust impacts likely to result from the construction phase. 

 

The FSEIS generally identified potential impacts from new construction on the subject site. Prior 

to any building demolition, any hazardous building materials encountered would be removed and 

disposed of by a qualified contractor in accord with existing State and Federal guidelines.    

 

Construction:  Noise 

 

The project is expected to generate loud noise during demolition, grading and construction.  

These impacts would be especially adverse in the early morning, in the evening, and on 

weekends.  The Seattle Noise Ordinance permits increases in permissible sound levels associated 

with construction and equipment between the hours of 7:00 AM and 10:00 PM on weekdays and 

9:00 AM and 10:00 PM on weekends.   

 

Some of the nearby properties are developed with housing and will be impacted by construction 

noise.  The limitations stipulated in the Noise Ordinance are not sufficient to mitigate noise 

impacts; therefore, pursuant to SEPA authority, the applicant shall be required to limit periods of 

construction activities (including but not limited to grading, deliveries, framing, roofing, and 

painting) to non-holiday weekdays from 7:00 AM to 6:00 PM, unless modified through a 

Construction Noise Management Plan, to be determined by DPD prior to issuance of any site-

work or building permit.  Several mitigation strategies were listed in the FSEIS.  These should be 

included in any Construction Noise Management Plan, as they are deemed by DPD to be 

applicable to the site and the proposed activity. 

 

Construction Parking and Traffic 

 

During construction, parking demand is expected to increase due to additional demand created 

by construction personnel and equipment.  It is the City's policy to minimize temporary adverse 

impacts associated with construction activities.   
 
Increased trip generation is expected during the proposed demolition, grading, and construction 

activity, with haul routes restricted to nearby arterials.  The immediate area is subject to traffic 

congestion during the PM peak hours, and large trucks turning onto arterial streets would be 

expected to further exacerbate the flow of traffic.   
 
Pursuant to SMC 25.05.675.B (Construction Impacts Policy), additional mitigation is warranted.   
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To mitigate construction parking impacts and other haul truck trip impacts, the applicant shall 

submit a Construction Haul Route to SDOT for approval, and Construction Parking Plan to DPD 

for approval.  The Construction Haul Route plan should incorporate mitigation listed in the 

FSEIS, and may include a restriction in the hours of truck trips to mitigate traffic impacts on 

nearby arterials and intersections.  The Construction Parking Plan shall include an analysis of 

nearby off-street parking lots, including the number of parking spaces per lot, and the peak 

demand for construction parking for the proposed development.   

 

Evidence of these approved plans shall be provided to DPD prior to the issuance of any 

demolition and building permits.   

 

B. Long Term Impacts Identified in the FSEIS 

 

The following is a discussion of the impacts identified in each element of the environment, along 

with indication of any required mitigation for the impacts disclosed.  The impacts detailed below 

were identified and analyzed in the FEIS. 

 

Land Use 

 

The proposed development has been designed to be consistent with the DOC2 500/300-500 

zoning in effect.  In addition to pipeline projects mentioned in the FSEIS, there may be projects 

occurring in the vicinity under the Downtown Height & Density Plan. One potential project is a 

potential future expansion of the Washington State Convention Center (WSCC), which has 

conducted a feasibility study and which has acquired property. The feasibility study includes an 

option for a near-site expansion and states that the goal of the expansion is accommodate an area 

up to 460,00 square feet.  WSCC has not indicated to the City whether they intend to finalize the 

draft feasabilitty plan, whether they intend to proceed with an expansion, nor the timeline for any 

such expansion. If WSCC decides to oproceed with any such expansion, it is expected WSCC 

woiuld conduct its own SEPA analysis, with the 808 Howell Street project one of the pipeline 

projects.  The subject project, together with the future expansion of the WSCC and other nearby 

projects in the immediate area would be consistent with the goals and policies in the Denny 

Triangle Neighborhood, as well as the Urban Center Strategy associated with the City of Seattle 

Comprehensive Plan. 

 

No significant land use impacts are anticipated from development of the 808 Howell Street 

development and, therefore no mitigation is necessary. 

 

Height, Bulk, and Scale 

 

The FSEIS recommended specific strategies to mitigate the impacts of additional height, bulk, 

and scale for new development that conforms to the new zoning designations.  Most of these 

strategies are implemented through the Design Review process, as required by SMC 23.41.   

 

Section 25.05.675.G.2.c of the Seattle SEPA Ordinance provides the following:  “The Citywide 

Design Guidelines (and any Council-approved, neighborhood design guidelines) are intended to 

mitigate the same adverse height, bulk, and scale impacts addressed in these policies.  A project 

that is approved pursuant to the Design Review Process shall be presumed to comply with these 

Height, Bulk, and Scale policies.  This presumption may be rebutted only by clear and 

convincing evidence that height, bulk and scale impacts documented through environmental 
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review have not been adequately mitigated.  Any additional mitigation imposed by the decision 

maker pursuant to these height, bulk, and scale policies on projects that have undergone Design 

Review shall comply with design guidelines applicable to the project.”   

 

The proposal has gone through the Design Review process as described earlier in the Design 

Review Analysis portion of this document.  This decision concurs with the unanimous 

recommendation of the Downtown Design Review Board to approve the final project design and 

the departures from development standards that have been requested.  Therefore, the department 

concludes that no adverse height bulk and scale impacts will occur as a result of the proposal, 

and further conditioning is not warranted. 

 

Wind 

 

Results from a pedestrian wind analysis state that at most locations around the perimeter of the 

development block would be comfortable for sitting in summer and for standing in winter. 

Suitable conditions are anticipated on and around the site throughout the year and no 

conditioning through SEPA is warranted. 

 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions  

 

The estimated lifetime greenhouse gas emissions (MTCO 2 e) for the project is 1,241,352. 

(Disclosure and the GGE worksheet for this proposal in volume 2, Appendix C of the FSEIS.) 

 

Construction activities including construction worker commutes, truck trips, the operation of 

construction equipment and machinery, and the manufacture of the construction materials 

themselves result in increases in carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas emissions which 

adversely impact air quality and contribute to climate change and global warming.  While these 

impacts are adverse, they are not expected to be significant. 

 

Aesthetics—Light and Glare and Shadows 

 

Light and Glare 

 

While northbound traffic on Howell Street and westbound traffic on Stewart Street could 

occasionally experience reflected solar glare off the façades of the proposed building, the 

duration of the impact on motorists is anticipated to be brief (one to two seconds). No significant 

environmental impact is anticipated and mitigation measures are unnecessary. 

 

Shadows on Public Open Spaces 

 

The FSEIS concludes that shadows cast by this project will contribute to the shading that occurs 

of Denny Park during the winter solstice at 9:00 AM. No mitigation is proposed because the 

extent of shadow impacts would occur at a time of the day when there is minimal public use of 

the park and at a time of the year (December) when on average there are only three clear days. 

The department concludes that adverse shadow impacts will be minimal as a result of the 

proposal, and conditioning is not warranted. 
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Public View Protection 
 

SMC 25.05.675.P provides policies to minimize impacts to designated public views as listed in 

this section.  No significant adverse impacts are anticipated from the proposed 808 Howell Street 

mixed-use development on any designated scenic views, landmarks, or scenic routes. Views of 

the downtown skyline, the Space Needle, the Olympic Mountains, and adjacent water areas 

would remain available from designated public viewpoints.  No mitigation regarding public view 

protection is warranted. 
 

Historic Resources 
 

SMC 25.05.675.H provides policies to minimize impacts to designated historic landmarks, as 

well as historic districts and sites of archaeological significance.   
 

This site includes four buildings more than 50 years old.  Three of the buildings were determined 

ineligible for historic landmark designation.  The other building, the former Greyhound Bus 

Terminal was turned down for designation as a historic landmark by the Landmarks Preservation 

Board.   
 

Pursuant to the SEPA Overview Policy in SMC 25.05.665.D, it is assumed that the existing 

regulations and authority through the Landmarks Preservation Board and Department of 

Neighborhoods are adequate to achieve sufficient mitigation for dealing with the existing 

buildings on site and additional mitigation is not warranted. 
 

Housing 
 

All existing buildings on site would be removed, including the Bonair Apartments which 

currently includes 48 market-rate units.  No new housing would be included on site as part of the 

subject proposal, so there would be a net loss of the 48 units, and as a result, the existing housing 

stock in the Denny Triangle area would likely decrease.  As noted in the FSEIS, the Bonair 

Apartments were at one time rent-controlled, but rent-control restrictions expired in 2005, and 

the rents have been “market rate” since that time. Since purchasing the property, however, the 

applicants of the current proposal have not raised the rents. In the current market, characterized 

by volitle increases in rental rates throughout the city, the units remain de facto “affordable.” In 

compliance with the Tenant Relocation Assitance Ordinance, residents of the building have 

recived notice of the proposed demolition of the building. Approximately 74 percent of the 

building’s current residents have incomes above 50 percent of the King County median income 

and so do not qualify for relocation assistance under the Tenant Relocation Assistance 

Ordinance. Twelve residential tenants were awarded tenant relocation assistance.  A Tenant 

Relocation License was issued on August 4, 2014.   
 

In DOC-2 500/300-500 zones, extra non-residential floor area may be gained according to SMC 

23.49.11 and referenced Chapter 23.49 sections. Inter alia, a developer is allowed to earn 

additional floor area through contributions to affordable housing, which contributions.  As stated 

in SMC 23.49.012.A.1, the payment for “bonus development” is intended to address certain 

adverse impacts from the development, including “an increased need for low-income housing to 

house the families of downtown workers having lower-paid jobs and an increased need for child 

care for downtown workers.” The applicant intends to make use of the incentive bonus system in 

order to achieve increased development potential on the site and would, in return for increased 

development capacity, make a monetary contribution to the City’s Low Income Housing Fund 

that would be used to develop additional subsidized housing units within the City or in an 

adjacent urban center.  
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Housing Impacts 
 
As stated in SMC 23.49.012.A.1, the payment for “bonus development” is intended to address 

certain adverse impacts from the development, including “an increased need for low-income 

housing to house the families of downtown workers having lower-paid jobs and an increased 

need for child care for downtown workers.” The applicant intends to make use of the incentive 

bonus system in order to achieve increased development potential on the site and would, in 

return for increased development capacity, and in addition to providing a fully licensed child 

care facility in a downtown zone, will make a monetary contribution to the City’s Low Income 

Housing Fund that would be used to develop additional subsidized housing units within the City 

of Seattle’s Downtown Urban Center or within an adjacent urban center. 
 
While the Code provision speaks of addressing adverse impacts, any low income housing that 

gets built in acoordance with the provisions of SMC 23,49.012,A.1 is not intended to serve as 

replacement housing for demolition of the market-rate units in The Bonair. Mitigation in that 

regard is built into the Tenant Relocation Ordinance and the applicant has complied with the 

provisions of the City’s Tenant Relocation Assistance Ordinace. A Tenant RelocationLicense 

was issued on August 4, 2014.  
  
At present, Downtown Seattle contains only 5 percent of King County’s total housing units, but 

25 percent of its subsidized housing units. The same downtown area contains approximately 13 

percent of the City of Seattle’s housing units, but 40 percent of the City’s total subsidized 

housing units. The are no City of Seattle provisions that require developers to provide affordable 

housing to offset potential housing demand that may result from new development. Although an 

increased demand for off- site affordable housing is acknowledged as a potential outcome of the 

subject proposal, as noted in the FSEIS, securing or ensuring affordable housing for new 

employees is not within the development purview. 
 
Cumulative Impacts 
 
Recently, the Washington State Convention Center (WSCC) has submitted concept proposals to 

the Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) in order to start discussions with SDOT and 

the Washington State Department of Transportation regarding an extension of Terry Avenue and 

a new crossing over I-5.  Additionally, the WSCC has begun a preliminary feasibility analysis 

for a potential expansion.  Given the close proximity of the WSCC to the proposed project site 

and the possible magnitude of the potential expansion, housing impacts from the proposed 

project could have significance not identified in prior environmental documents.  Thus, an 

analysis of the cumulative impacts of these two projects is appropriate. 

 

As any future projects are undertaken in the general vicinity of the Ninth & Stewart Mixed-Use 

Development, there is potential that such redevelopment in the area could affect housing. The 

extent of impact will depend on the nature of the proposed land use and whether existing housing 

is located on or proximate to the site. There is no existing housing on what is considered to be 

the Washington State Convention Center expansion site and it is anticipated that no housing 

would be provided as a part of that expansion. No cumulative housing-stock impacts would, 

therefore, result with the expansion. 

 

Regarding the demand for housing generated by the WSCC expansion, the actual demand is at 

best conjectural. Extrapolating from the current size of the space dedicated to meetings, exhibits 

and ballroom and correlated work force of approximately 223 employees, the 110 percent 
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expansion could result in approximately 245 additional employees.  The staffing levels 

associated with the subject proposal combined with the future staffing levels of the expanded 

WSCC could increase the number of people desiring off-site housing near their place of 

employment. 

 
The Downtown Height and Density Changes EIS (2005) noted that: 
 
Under all alternatives, including existing conditions, some existing housing might be demolished, 

some households with employees in Downtown Seattle office buildings and hotels would have 

difficulty finding affordable housing to meet their needs in King County.  They would need to live 

in overcrowded conditions, pay more than 30 percent of their income for rent, or commute from 

lower-priced housing outside of King County. 
 
As stated in the FSEIS, it is presumed that increased off-site housing demand could result from 

any non-residential development proposed on the subject site. Such demand could potentially be 

dependent on whether employees of the proposed new development are new to Seattle or are 

existing residents of the area, and whether they decide to relocate closer to their place of 

employment or already live within an acceptable commuting distance. It is also acknowledged in 

the DEIS and FSEIS that rental vacancy rates are generally declining while rental rates are 

increasing in the immediate area of the development site and in Seattle as a whole. Recently, 

Seattle has seen its lack of affordable housing rating rising among American cities.  The 

affordability of housing is not only a local and national issue but an international one. While 

generally acknowledged as a major issue and concern, there is little agreement regarding how it 

should be addressed, or what its causes are, other than the local dearth of readily available,  

affordable land.  
 
Mitigation  

 

Relevant housing policies inder SMC 25.05.675 include: 

 

a. It is the City’s policy to encourage preservation of housing opportunities, especially for low 

income persons, and to ensure that persons displaced by redevelopment are relocated. 

b. Proponents of projects shall disclose the on site and off-site impacts of the proposed projects 

upon housing, with particular attention to low-income housing. 

c. Compliance with legally valid City ordinance provisions relating to housing relocation, 

demolition and conversion shall constitute compliance with this housing policy. 

 

The FSEIS discloses probable on-site and off-site envionmental impacts of the proposal 

alternatives on housing. These include the demolition of the Bonair apartment building which 

contains market-rate units considered affordable. As required under SMC 25.05.675 1.c, the 

applicant is fully complying with all provisions relating to housing demolition, specifically with 

the City’s Tenant Relocation Assistance Ordinance, as codified on SMC 22.210.  No other 

mitigation under SEPA authority is warranted. 

 

Traffic and Transportation 

 

SMC 25.05.675M and 25.05.675R require that the Director assess the extent of adverse impacts 

of traffic, transportation, parking and the need for mitigation. 
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Heffron Transportation prepared a Transportation Technical Report that analyzed impacts from 

various development alternatives presented in the FSEIS; this Report is included as Appendix G 

to the FSEIS.  It identifies existing conditions, future conditions without the project, and future 

conditions with the project for the local street system, transit, and non-motorized transportation.  

It also identifies likely project impacts on traffic safety and freight traffic.  The year 2020 was 

identified as the future horizon year. 

 

The proposed project is located in downtown Seattle, adjacent to 8
th

 Avenue, 9
th

 Avenue, Stewart 

Street, Howell Street, and an L-shaped alley that bisects the project site.  The project would take 

access from both the existing alley and from a new driveway on 8
th

 Avenue.  The project 

proposes a turnaround at the south end of the north-south alley (that connects to Howell Street), 

which would be provided through a private easement on the quarter-block parcel adjacent to the 

intersection of 8
th

 Avenue and Howell Street.  This turnaround is proposed to reduce on-street 

circulation by allowing vehicles to easily move from the drop-off area on the east side of the 

hotel to the parking garage, which would take access along the proposed new driveway to 

connecting 8
th

 Avenue.  It also would allow vehicles destined for the downtown core area (such 

as taxis) to turn and exit the site via 8
th

 Avenue to Stewart Street rather than reach Stewart by 

exiting on Howell Street and either turning on 9
th

 Avenue or looping around the blocks to the 

east to return to the downtown core. 

 

The design would provide adequate sight lines between motorists using the turnaround and 

eastbound motorists on Howell Street turning into the alley. 

 

Truck loading docks would be located along the east-west alley portion of the alley.  Large 

trucks would be directed to access the site via the 8
th

 Avenue driveway and head east onto the 

site where they would back into the loading area.  Smaller trucks could access the loading area 

from either 8
th

 or 9
th

 Avenues.  Trucks would be discouraged from using the alley segment 

running north from Howell Street.  As access to the parking garage is located along the alley, 

trucks would share the alley space with passenger vehicles.  Trucks longer than 45 feet may 

protrude into the alley when maneuvering into some of the loading bays, which could briefly 

block other vehicular movements along the alley.  Such temporary blockages are not unusual on 

downtown alleys. 
 
Future Street System 
 
No specific modifications to the roadway network adjacent to or near the project site are 

assumed for the year 2020 forecasts.  Future-year geometry and traffic control for all of the 

study-area intersections were assumed to remain the same as existing.  The Seattle Department 

of Transportation (SDOT) has proposed to implement an Active Traffic Management project for 

the Denny Way corridor, which would include several intersections within the project’s study 

area.  The improvements include upgraded signals, vehicle detection, traffic cameras, and 

dynamic message signs that will provide real-time traffic flow data to allow both automatic 

adjustment of signal timing and traffic management of the corridor by SDOT’s Traffic 

Operations Center. 
 
Future Traffic Volumes 
 
For the purpose of this analysis and to provide a baseline against which to evaluate transportation 

impacts associated with the proposed project, a future “Do Nothing” alternative was developed.  

In this alternative, existing uses on the site remain unchanged, while traffic from other proposed 
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and permitted projects was added to the roadway network to estimate year 2020 operational 

conditions.  The Downtown Height & Density EIS used the City of Seattle’s travel demand 

forecasting model to estimate growth through the year 2020 at key locations throughout 

downtown.  The forecasts in the that EIS reflected 20 years of growth from the year 2000 

baseline data.  However, economic growth was slow in the first ten years of that modeled 

condition, resulting in the Downtown EIS likely overestimating traffic volume forecasts for the 

year 2020. In addition, these forecasts did not contemplate new zoning in the South Lake Union 

neighborhood.  To account for both of these changes, future volume forecasts prepared for the 

South Lake Union Height and Density EIS were used to derive traffic growth rates.  In addition, 

traffic forecast to be generated by the three nearby Amazon office towers that recently have been 

permitted was added to the network to derive the 2020 Do Nothing alternative traffic volumes 

used for this analysis. 
 

Traffic Operation 
 

The study area for the transportation analysis was determined based on key intersections from 

the Downtown Height and Density EIS that were projected to operate at LOS E or F during the 

AM or PM peak hours in the year 2020, as well as intersections in the immediate site vicinity.  

Overall, 26 intersections were evaluated.  The following intersections were forecast to operate at 

LOS E or F in one or both peak hours in the year 2020: 
 

        AM PM 

 Stewart Street/Denny Way    F E 

 Stewart Street/Boren Avenue    E D 

 Howell Street/Yale Avenue/I-5 SB on-ramp  E F 

 Olive Way/Boren Avenue    C F 

 Pike Street/9
th

 Avenue/I-5 reverse ramp  D E 
 

Additionally, arterial operations were evaluated on key corridors near the project site: Olive 

Way, Howell Street and Stewart Street.  The following levels of service and speeds were forecast 

for the year 2020 on these corridors: 
 

2020 Do Nothing Alternative AM PM 

 LOS Speed LOS Speed 

Howell Street:  9
th

 Avenue to Yale Avenue F 5.8 MPH F 4.8 MPH 

Olive Way:  6
th

 Avenue to I-5 ramp F 6.1 F 3.3 

Stewart Street:  Denny Way to 6
th

 Avenue F 4.6 F 4.6 
 

Project Traffic Volumes 
 

The primary use of the project site would be a 1,264 room hotel with 114,600 square feet of 

meeting space.  The hotel’s business model would be targeted towards national conventions or 

conferences.  Rooms not booked for convention activity would be available for business and 

leisure travelers.  The large ballrooms could be booked for social events during off-convention 

seasons.  Given the fluctuating uses of the hotel space, five scenarios were developed to evaluate 

the traffic and parking needs of the hotel and meeting space.  Three scenarios assumed that the 

hotel was not being used for convention or conference activity, and estimated activity based on 

small weekday events and medium-to-large size social events.  Two scenarios assumed large 

business-type meetings, conferences, or conventions.  The operating scenarios represent 

conditions between average and near-capacity conditions for meeting or social event attendance. 
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The typical methodology used to estimate trips for a specific land use – the application of rates 

and equations in the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation Manual – was 

not used for this project.  ITE notes that the hotels surveyed as the basis of the trip generation 

rates were primarily located outside central business districts in suburban areas.  Additionally, 

most of the hotels surveyed had fewer than 500 rooms.  Therefore, the ITE database developed 

for hotels is not appropriate nor an accurate enough tool for analysis of the proposed project. 
 

Parameters used to estimate hotel trip generation were based on discussions with and information 

provided by two premier West Coast convention hotels.  Local data about the travel 

characteristics of peak season tourists and weekday arrival and departure schedules were 

provided by two Seattle hotels.  Key parameters included room occupancy, guests per room, 

arrivals and departures by day of week, mode of travel, hotel employee shift times, staffing for 

events, percentage of event attendees who stay at the hotel, excursion trips, taxi and shuttle trips, 

peak times for event trips, and travel times of hotel guests and employees. 
 

The assumptions used in these forecasts were compared to an independent traffic impact analysis 

prepared for the San Diego Marriott Marquis in 2011.  The two hotels are of similar size, and 

would each provide hotel rooms and meeting space for both “group” and “local” (or “social”) 

events.  A comparison of these assumptions is provided in Chapter 10 of the FSEIS and in the 

Transportation Technical Report.  In general, the assumptions made to estimate trips for the 

proposed project hotel are similar to findings of the Marriot project analysis. 
 

Project trip generation:  The proposed project consists of a 1,264 room hotel with 114,600 square 

feet of conference space/meeting rooms.  The project also would develop approximately 17, 016 

square feet of restaurant and retail space.  Based on this development program, trip estimates 

were prepared for the five operating scenarios noted above.  Scenario D (average weekday hotel 

use with large breakfast event) would have the highest AM peak hour volumes (320 trips), and 

Scenario B (peak weekday with medium evening social event) would have the highest PM peak 

hour volumes (257 trips).  These volumes were used in operational analyses to ensure worst-case 

transportation impacts were identified.  Trip distribution patterns were developed for the various 

types of trips that would be generated by the proposed uses, including hotel employees, social 

event/business meeting attendees, hotel guests (distinguishing those using their own cars from 

those using taxis), and retail/restaurant customers and employees.  These new trips were assigned 

to the roadway network in the vicinity of the project site. 
 

Operational Analyses 
 

Traffic operations analyses were performed at the study area intersections with project trips 

added to the forecasts developed for the Do-Nothing alternative.  Although most intersections 

show an increase in forecast delay, the most noticeable impact is projected to occur at Stewart 

Street/Boren Avenue, which will degrade from LOS D to LOS E in the PM peak hour.  Olive 

Way/8
th

 Avenue/Howell Street also is expected to degrade in the PM peak hour, from LOS B to 

LOS C.  Other intersections levels of service are anticipated to remain unchanged from Do-

Nothing conditions. 
 

Arterial operations are projected to incrementally worsen with project traffic.  During the 

morning, additional traffic generated by a breakfast event at the project site could reduce average 

speeds by 0.1 to 0.2 MPH.  During the afternoon peak, traffic generated by an evening event 

could reduce average speeds on Stewart Street by up to 0.4 MPH, but are not expected to 

decrease travel speeds along either Howell Street or Olive Way. 
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2020 Alternative 6 AM PM 

 LOS Speed LOS Speed 

Howell Street:  9
th

 Avenue to Yale Avenue F 5.7 MPH F 4.8 MPH 

Olive Way:  6
th

 Avenue to I-5 ramp F 5.9 F 3.4 

Stewart Street:  Denny Way to 6
th

 Avenue F 4.5 F 4.2 
 
Parking 
 
The proposed parking garage under the hotel would have about 500 spaces, and the quarter-block 

adjacent to Howell Street and 9
th

 Avenue would have about 65 surface parking spaces.  It is 

anticipated that the scenario with two overlapping medium-to-large social events would have the 

highest parking demand; this demand is anticipated to occur in the evening and would coincide 

with increasing demand associated with hotel guests.  The cumulative peak demand for two 

medium social events on a peak Saturday is estimated to be 984 vehicles and occur between 8:00 

and 9:00 PM.  Two large events scheduled in the two large ballrooms on the same night would 

have staggered start times.  The cumulative parking demand under this condition would be about 

1,033 vehicles. 
 
Cumulative parking demand for a large breakfast meeting also was estimated, as that demand 

would overlap the peak demand associated with hotel guests.  The cumulative demand associated 

with a 1,500-person breakfast event is estimated to be about 600 vehicles.  Parking impacts are 

discussed in greater detail in Chapter 10 of the EIS (see figures 3.10-10 through 3.10-12). 
 
Valet parking would increase the hotel’s effective parking supply to approximately 800 vehicles, 

which would accommodate demand from hotel guests plus one large event.  However, nearly 

240 vehicles would need to be parked off-site during dual large events.  A recent Puget Sound 

Regional Council parking inventory survey has identified approximately 2,500 parking spaces 

within two blocks of the project site; hotel management could arrange to have one or more of 

these garage kept open for the duration of the events. 
 
Transit 
 
Transit service in the study area is provided by King County Metro, Sound Transit, and 

Community Transit (Snohomish County).  There are four transit stops within one block of the 

site, and light rail service can be accessed at the Convention Place Station two blocks away.  An 

extension of Sound Transit’s North Link light rail system is under construction, and will connect 

downtown to the University of Washington by 2016 and to Northgate by 2021.  An eastward 

extension to Bellevue and Overlake is proposed to be completed by 2022.  The Convention Place 

Station will close when light rail service is provided to the University District; at that time, the 

nearest light rail access will be the Westlake Station, about 1,500 feet southwest of the project 

site.  King County Metro is in the process of eliminating, reducing and revising existing bus 

routes due to funding cutbacks.  A new funding measure has been developed that would maintain 

service within the City of Seattle; at this time, it is not known whether this measure will be 

approved. 
 
Many hotel guests are expected to use Link light rail between SeaTac Airport and downtown, 

and use it or other transit options to reach meetings or attractions.  A significan number of Hotel 

employees could be expected to utilize transit to and from work.  The project is projected to 

generate up to 90 peak hour trips on nearby transit or light rail lines.  This increased level of 

transit use is expected to be adequately accommodated by the nearby transit systems. 
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Non-motorized transportation 
 
All roadways in the immediate site vicinity have sidewalks on both sides of the street, and 

signalized intersections have marked crosswalks and pedestrian signals.  Stewart Street is 

marked with sharrows (indicating that motorists should share the lane with bicyclists) and is a 

signed bicycle route; near the site, Howell Street and Virginia Street also are marked with 

sharrows.  The current Bicycle Master Plan mentions several potential improvements within the 

study area, including cycle tracks and in-street bicycle facilities, but no programmed 

improvements are currently identified near the project site. 
 
The proposed project would widen sidewalks adjacent to the site to minimum standards required 

by the City, ranging between 14 and 16 feet.  Curb bulbs would be constructed on 8
th

 Avenue at 

Stewart Street and Howell Street and on 9
th

 Avenue at Stewart Street.  The hotel is estimated to 

generate between 3,600 and 5,500 pedestrian trips per day, depending on the operating scenario, 

with up to 825 of these during the peak hour.  The highest pedestrian volumes would occur 

during large conventions/conferences held at the on-site meeting space, since a capacity event 

could attract attendees staying at off-site hotels.  The pedestrians would be distributed to the 

site’s various access points and adjoining sidewalks.  As noted in the Transportation Technical 

Report, a 12-foot sidewalk has a capacity of almost 13,000 pedestrians per hour, so the sidewalks 

adjacent to the project are expected to have ample capacity to accommodate the highest likely 

pedestrian volumes associated with the project. 
 
Cumulative Impacts 

 

As noted above, traffic volumes for the 2020 Do-Nothing alternative were estimated from 

growth rates derived from the South Lake Union Height and Density EIS, and also include 

anticipated traffic volumes from the three office towers of the Rufus 2.0 development.  Recently, 

the Washington State Convention Center (WSCC) has submitted concept proposals to the Seattle 

Department of Transportation (SDOT) in order to start discussions with SDOT and the 

Washington State Department of Transportation regarding an extension of Terry Avenue and a 

new crossing over I-5.  Additionally, the WSCC has begun a preliminary feasibility analysis for 

a potential expansion.  Given the close proximity of the WSCC to the proposed project site and 

the possible magnitude of the potential expansion, traffic from such an expansion combined with 

traffic from the proposed project could have significant transportation impacts that were not 

identified in prior environmental documents.  Thus, an analysis of the cumulative impacts of 

these two projects is appropriate. 

 

As no official application or plans have been prepared for the convention center expansion itself, 

little technical data are available to estimate trip generation, parking needs, frontage 

improvements or potential driveway locations for the WSCC expansion.  Estimates of potential 

trips were based on trip generation rates developed for the prior WSCC expansion, as 

documented in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed Expansion 

Washington State Convention & Trade Center (WSCC EIS).  Projected attendance for the 

potential expansion was based on historic attendance levels and the potential increase in the 

amount of exhibit space.  Trip generation estimates associated with an average day, as well as a 

maximum capacity public trade show, were developed using the trip rates from the WSCC EIS.  

The trip distribution patterns derived for the WSCC EIS were used to assess the roadways that 

vehicle trips likely would use to access the site.  Detailed trip generation calculations and trip 

distributions and assignments are provided in the Transportation Technical Report.  
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Levels of service were calculated for the study area intersections that could be impacted by the 

WSCC expansion project trips, taking into account WSCC expansion traffic as well as traffic 

from the proposed hotel project.  The results indicate that the WSCC expansion could degrade 

traffic operations along the key access routes of Stewart Street, Howell Street, and Olive Way 

compared to conditions with only the hotel project.  A WSCC public trade show (which is likely 

to generate more vehicle trips than a convention/trade show) could degrade the level of service at 

the Howell Street/9
th

 Avenue intersection from LOS C to LOS E, and the Stewart Street/Denny 

Way intersection could degrade from LOS E to LOS F.  Increased traffic associated with a 

WSCC convention/trade show could substantially increase the delay at the intersection of Howell 

Street/Yale Avenue/I-5 SB on-ramp.  All of the intersections projected to operate at poor levels 

of service by the cumulative analysis were projected to operate at LOS F in the Downtown EIS; 

no new operational issues were identified.  These calculations are based in part on assumptions 

regarding the location of new parking facilities associated with the expansion, and could change 

if different or additional parking locations are developed. 
 

The cumulative traffic operations analysis assumes that both facilities generate substantial 

vehicle traffic, which would occur infrequently.  One of the goals of the WSCC expansion is to 

attract more national and international conventions, increasing the likelihood that attendees to 

WSCC events would be out-of-town guests who would stay, in part, at downtown hotels.  This 

would lessen the potential impacts of vehicle trips associated with the WSCC expansion. 
 

A national convention at the WSCC is expected to generate about 380 transit trips per day, while 

a capacity public trade show could generate 1,880 transit trips on a weekend day.  When a 

convention is in town, it is estimated that the transit riders to the proposed hotel site would also 

be WSCC attendees.  Peak transit ridership is expected to occur outside of the traditional peak 

commuting times or in the reverse direction to the peak flows of commuters to downtown 

Seattle.  Most of the trips to and from the SeaTac Airport are expected to use Link Light Rail, a 

transit option that has substantial off-peak directional capacity.  Therefore, cumulative transit 

trips are expected to be minimal and manageable by the transit system. 
 

There are no plans yet for the WSCC that would detail primary pedestrian access locations or 

frontage improvements.  Conversations with WSCC staff indicate that it is likely that the primary 

pedestrian access would be located along 9
th

 Avenue, which would be the primary corridor 

connecting the expansion area to the existing WSCC buildings as well as to the proposed hotel 

site.  Pedestrian traffic is expected to be highest during conventions, particularly national 

conventions with many attendees staying at local hotels and walking to and from the WSCC.  A 

maximum capacity event in the expansion area exhibition space could generate almost 34,000 

pedestrian trips per day.  The pedestrian peak is likely to occur midday with between 2,000 and 

4,000 pedestrian trips per hour.  A portion of the pedestrian trips generated by a WSCC 

convention would be guests of the proposed hotel.  Peak pedestrian trips by the hotel are 

expected to be about 825 per hour.  As noted above, a 12-foot sidewalk has a capacity of almost 

13,000 pedestrians per hour.  Therefore, the sidewalks adjacent to the hotel project could easily 

accommodate the cumulative pedestrian loads associated both with hotel trips and pedestrian 

trips generated by the largest events at WSCC. 
 

The WSCC expansion likely will include substantial parking supply; the Feasibility Study 

estimated that over 2,700 parking stalls could be provided in five levels of parking.  It is 

expected that the WSCC will perform additional analysis to determine its parking needs and 

impacts.  It is anticipated, however, that the WSCC would accommodate its parking demand and 

there would be no cumulative off-site parking impacts. 
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One of the key issues noted by the WSCC Feasibility Study is freight access.  A large convention 

could generate up to 15 trucks per hour.  A Terry Avenue extension over I-5 would provide a 

new link for WSCC truck traffic to approach and leave the site and would reduce truck traffic at 

existing intersections.  If constructed, that new link also would improve truck access to the 

proposed hotel site, since the vast majority of freight movements are expected to originate in 

areas south of downtown Seattle.  This could reduce the distance that trucks need to travel on 

First Hill or on downtown streets to reach the site, thereby reducing the potential freight impacts 

of the hotel project. 
 

The FSEIS analysis considered the direct, indirect and cumulative impacts of the EIS alternatives 

as they relate to the overall transportation system and parking demand.  The subject site is within 

the area analyzed in the FSEIS and the proposed development is within the range of actions and 

impacts evaluated in the FSEIS.  
 

MITIGATION 
 

A Construction Transportation Management Plan will be required to be submitted to DPD prior 

to issuance of any demolition, grading/excavation, or construction permits.  The plan will be 

required to document the measures listed on page 3.10.78 of the Ninth & Stewart Mixed-Use 

Development FSEIS (Vol. 1).  A pro-rata mitigation payment of $6,720 for study intersections 

within SDOT’s Active Trafffic Management program will be required of the applicant.  The 

project will also be required to mitigate traffic impacts by participating in the City of Seattle 

transportation mitigation program for South Lake Union as outlined in DPD Client Assistance 

Memo (CAM) 243. A pro-rata mitigation payment of $265 for uncompleted capital projects in 

South Lake Union will be required of the applicant. Additional mitigation will be required in the 

form of submission and approval of plans for the following:  a traffic control plan, including 

trigger levels, to accommodate existing surges, for large events at the hotel that have a specific 

ending time; a parking management plan to be implemented for large events, which would 

include, but not be limited to, the measures identified on page 3.10.80 of the Ninth & Stewart 

Mixed-Use Development FSEIS (Vol 1); a loading dock management plan that would 

discourage trucks from using the north/south portion of the alley.  
 
 

DECISION - STATE ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT 
 

THE DIRECTOR OF DPD HAS DETERMINED THAT THE FSEIS HAS PROVIDED 

ADEQUATE ANALYSIS OF THE ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS FOR THE SITE.  THE 

PROPOSAL, MUP #3016917, IS APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS. 
 
 

SEPA - CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL  
 

Prior to Issuance of a Building Permit 
 

1. If the applicant intends to work outside of the limits of the hours of construction described in 

condition #9, a Construction Noise Management Plan shall be required, subject to review and 

approval by DPD prior to issuance of any demolition, grading, or building permit, whichever is 

first.  The Plan shall include proposed management of construction related noise, efforts to 

mitigate noise impacts, and community outreach efforts to allow people within the immediate 

area of the project to have opportunities to contact the site to express concern about noise.  

Elements of noise mitigation may be incorporated into any Construction Management Plans 

required to mitigate any short -term transportation impacts that result from the project. 
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2. The applicant shall provide DPD with a copy of a Construction Haul Route, approved by Seattle 

Department of Transportation.  

 

3. A DPD approved Construction Parking Plan is required, demonstrating that specific locations 

and amounts of parking in nearby off-street parking lots will accommodate the project’s parking 

demand during construction.  This plan shall be provided to the Land Use Planner for review and 

approval (michael.dorcy@seattle.gov).  

 

4. The applicant shall make a pro rata mitigation payment pursuant to CAM 243 in the amount of 

$265 to the City of Seattle. 

 

5. The applicant shall make a pro-rata mitigation payment of $6,720 to the City of Seattle for study 

intersections within SDOT’s Active Traffic Management program. 

 

Prior to Certificate of Occupancy 

 

6. The applicant would submit to DPD’s Traffic Planner, John Shaw, for review and approval, a 

traffic control plan, including trigger levels, to accommodate existing surges, for large events at 

the hotel that have a specific ending time. 

 

7. The applicant would submit to DPD’s Traffic Planner, John Shaw, a parking management plan to 

be implemented for large event, which would include, but not be limited to, the measures 

identified on page 3.10.80 of the Ninth & Stewart Mixed-Use Development FSEIS (Vol.1). 

 

8. The applicant will submit to DPD’s Traffic Planner, John Shaw, a loading dock management 

plan that would discourage trucks from using the north/south portion of the alley that connects 

Howell Street and 9
th

 Avenue. 

 

During Construction 

 

9. Construction activities (including but not limited to demolition, grading, deliveries, framing, 

roofing, and painting) shall be limited to non-holiday weekdays from 7am to 6pm.  Interior work 

that involves mechanical equipment, including compressors and generators, may be allowed on 

Saturdays between 9am and 6pm once the shell of the structure is completely enclosed, provided 

windows and doors remain closed.  Non-noisy activities, such as site security, monitoring, 

weather protection shall not be limited by this condition.  This condition may be modified 

through a Construction Noise Management Plan, required prior to issuance of a building permit 

as noted in condition #1.  

 

 

DESIGN REVIEW - CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL  

 

Prior to Issuance of the MUP 

 

10. The Green Street landscaping plan for 9
th

 Avenue shall be changed into an integrated strategy 

that includes special paving and plantings and street furniture as part of a comprehensive 

design that fosters and elicits a strong and distinctive desire for people to want to be there. 

 

mailto:michael.dorcy@seattle.gov
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Prior to Certificate of Occupancy 

 

11. The Land Use Planner shall inspect materials, colors, and design of the constructed project.  All 

items shall be constructed and finished as shown at the design recommendation meetings and the 

subsequently updated Master Use Plan set.  Any change to the proposed design, materials, or 

colors shall require prior approval by the Land Use Planner (Michael Dorcy 206-615-1393 or 

michael.dorcy@seattle.gov).  

 

12. The applicant shall provide a landscape certificate from Director’s Rule 10-2011, indicating that 

all vegetation has been installed per the approved landscape plans.  Any change to the landscape 

plans approved with this Master Use Permit shall be approved by the Land Use Planner 

(michael.dorcy@seattle.gov). 

 

For the Life of the Project 

 

13. The building and landscape design shall be substantially consistent with the materials 

represented at the Recommendation meetings and in the materials submitted after the 

Recommendation meeting, before the MUP issuance.  Any change to the proposed design, 

including materials or colors, shall require prior approval by the Land Use Planner (Michael 

Dorcy, 206-615-1393, or michael.dorcy@seattle.gov).  

 

 

 

Signature:   (signature on file)  Date:   October 13, 2014  

Michael Dorcy 

Senior Land Use Planner 

Department of Planning and Development 
 
MMD:rgc 
K:\Decisions-Signed\3016917.docx 
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Regarding the Use of the

Property at

808 Howell Street

Background

Interpretation of the Director
Under Seattle Municipal CodeTitle 23

Hearing Examiner File:
MUP-14-016/S-14-003

CPO Interpretation No. 14-009
(DPD Project No. 3019031)

This interpretat ion was requested by attorney Peter Egl ick on behalf of the Alliance for a livable Denny
Triangle and UNITE HERE Local S in conjunct ion with an appeal of the SEPA and Design Review decisions
relat ing to Project No. 3016917, a hote l development. The proposed development wou ld be located on
the downtown block bounded by Eighth and Ninth Avenues and Howell and Stewart Streets. That block
is divided into two non-contiguous parcels by an L-shaped alley. Two alternative development proposals
were offered, one enta iling vacation of the alley and t he other leaving the dedicated alley in place.
Project No. 3016917 and this interpretation relate to the latt er proposal. All proposed floor area would
be on t he port ion of the property to the west of t he alley, but the amount of floor area exceeds what
could be allowed under the Floor Area Ratio ("FAR") standards applied based only on the area of the
port ion of the property to the west of t he alley. For convenience, the area to the west of t he alley is
referred to here as Lot A and t he portion to the east is referred to as l ot B. The quest ions raised in t he
request for interpretation include whether t he enti re property, on both sides of the alley, may be
regarded as a single lot for purposes of t he FARstandards, or whether development potent ial from Lot B
may be applied to l ot A either as an in-block t ransfer of development rights ("TDR") or a "combined lot
developmen t" according to SMC 23.49.041.

A separate issue raised in t he request for interpretat ion iswhether a drawing on Sheet GOO09 of t he
plans purporting to depict the "Allowable Massing Per Code" is inconsistent with the applicat ion,
meaning, and intent of the land Use Code. The illust ration shows a building envelope based on the
applicable height and tower width limits and setback requirements. It is asserted in the request that th is
is inaccurate and misleading as a building on the site would be further constra ined by t he FAR limit . FAR
limit s typically have t he effect of limiti ng the bulk of structures, though in theory a build ing w ith very
high ceilings could be built to t he full allowable dimensions based on specific bulk standards such as
height limits and set back requirements w ithout exceeding the FAR limit . As a helpful reference, plans
may depict a building envelope showi ng the spaces struct ure may be perm itted to occupy, based on
these specific bulk standards. This is what we would understand the illustrat ion on Sheet GOOO9 to
represent. No assertion has been made that the draw ing does not accurately reflect a potent ial building
envelope based on the specific bulk standards. We do not believe th is issue raises any quest ion subject
to the Land Use Code inte rpretation process, and we have not addressed it fur ther in th is inte rpretation.
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Findings of Fact

1. The pro perty that is the subject of this interpretat ion is w ith in Block 27, Heirs of S. A. Bell' s 2nd

Addit ion. As or iginally plane d, an alley ran through the block from Howell Street to Stewart
Street. In 1927, a portion of that alley was vacated, and in 1928 a different area, extending
fro m the remaining portion of the alley to Ninth Avenue, was dedicated, result ing in an L-shaped
alley dividing the property into two non-contiguous parcels. The parcel to the east of the alley
(" lot B" ) consists of platted l ots 10, 11, 12 and a portion of lot 9. This property is currentl y
developed as a surface parking lot. The parcel to the west, across the alley (" lot A") consists of
lots 1 through 8, a port ion of l ot 9, and the segment of former alley vacated in 1927. The
former Greyhound bus station historically operated on a portion of l ot A, and parking for t he
bus statio n was on lot B.

2. lot A has an area of 63,924 square feet . l ot B has an area of 28,107 square feet .

3. In 1993, the Department issued a letter reflecting an opinion that the Greyhound property was a
single building site, notwithsta nding the alley that separated the parking area from t he stat ion.
This determinat ion was based on how the property had historically been treated in permits.
Based on that letter, the Department init ially provided guidance to the current applicant t hat
the property could be treated as a single lot for purposes of development standards such as the
FAR limit .

4. The ent ire block is in a DOC2 500/300-500 l one. In that lone, the base fAR allowe d is 5, and the
maximum is 14. 15MC 23.49.011.) Some floor area is not counted towards the f AR limit, such as
floor area below grade and areas devoted to part icular usesspecified in Section 23.49.011. Of
the balance, an area equivalent to 5 t imes the lot area is base fAR, which may be built without
requir ing the use of any incent ives. Addit ional area above the base f AR, up to th e maximum of
14 t imes the lot area, may be achieved t hrough incentives. The fi rst port ion of the bonus area,
.75 t imes the lot area, must be achieved through purchase of regional developme nt credits. Of
the remainder, 75 percent must be achieved th rough incent ive provisions for affordable housing
and child care, either by actually provid ing them or by paying into fund s that are applied to
provision of housing and child care. The remaining 25 percent of the balance may be supported
through bonus and TOR incent ives for other amenities.

5. " lot" is defined at SMC 23.84A.024 as follows:

" l ot" means, except for the purpo sesof a TOR sending lot for landmark TOR or housing
TOR, a sending lot for South Downtown Historic TOR or South Dow ntown Historic TOP,
and a sending lot for open space TOR, a parcel of land that qualifies for separate
development or has been separately developed. A lot is the unit t hat the development
standardsof each lone are typ ically applied to. A lot shall abut upon and be accessible
from a private or public street suffi cient ly improved for vehicle travel or abut upon and
be accessible from an exclusive, unobstructed permanent access easement. A lot may
not be div ided by a street or alley (Exhibit A for 23.84A.024).

1. For purposes of a TDRsending lot for l andmark TDR, "lot" means the parcel
described in the ordinance approving contro ls for the sending lot.
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2. For purposes of a sending lot for housing TOR, " lot" means the smallest parcel
or combination of cont iguous parcels, as described in the County real property
recordsat any time after January 4, 1993, that contain the structure or
structures that make t he TOR eligible for transfer .
3. For purposes of a sending lot for South Downtown Historic TORor South
Downtown Historic TOP, " lot" means t he smallest parcel or combination of
cont iguous parcels, as described in t he County real property records at any t ime
after March 31, 2011, that contain the contribut ing structure or st ructures that
make the TOR or TOP eligible for tran sfer .
4. For purposes of a sending lot fo r open space TOR, the definit ion of lot in
Section 23.49.017 applies.

6. The provisions govern ing transfer of development rights fro m one lot to another are set forth in
Sect ion 23.49.014. In the 00C2 lone, there is no restrict ion on t he types of TOR allowed
between lots within the same block. Section 23.49.014.B.1 provides in part:

Maximum transferable floor area except from lots in Sout h Downtown. This subsection
23.49.014.B.1 applies to sending lots that are not in South Downtown.

• • •

e. For purposes of th is subsection 23.49.014.B.1, the eligible lot area is the tota l
area of the sending lot, reduced by the excess, if any, of the to ta l of accessory
surfa ce parking over X of t he total area of the footprints of all structures on the
sending lot; ....

7. Under specific circumstances, Section 23.49.041 allows multip le lots on the same block to be
combined, "whether contig uous or not , solely fo r t he purp ose of allowi ng some or all of the
capacity for chargeable floor area on one such lot under t his chapter to be used on one or more
othe r lots...." The text of t hat section is appended to t his interpretati on. According to
subsection A, "bo nus capacity " fr om a sending lot-Le. FAR in excess of the base FAR, achieved
th rough incent ives- may be tran sferred in this manner. Subsect ion B limits the t ransfer of base
FAR: Base FAR may be t ransferred pursuant Section 23.49.041 only if the bonus capacity is first
transferred. (Base FARmay otherwise be t ransferred, according to the general standards of
Section 23.49.014 for TORs, but not as a part of a combined lot deve lopment under Sect ion
23.49.041.) Subsection Erequires t hat the comb ined lot arrangement be documented in a
recorded agreement.

8. Accord ing to Section 23.49.041.0, in orde r for the combined lot devel opment approach to be
applied, the Department must determine, as a Type I decision, t hat this wou ld result in a
signif icant public benefit . Some examples provided are preservat ion of a landmark structure, or
provision of public facilities serving the downtown populat ion, or " improved massing of
development on the block tha t achieves a bett er relat ionship with surrounding condit ions,
including: better integrat ion with adjacent developm ent, greater compat ibility with an
established sca le of development, especially relat ive to landmark structure, or improved
condit ions fo r adjacent pub lic open spaces, designated green street s, or other special street
environm ents...."
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9. A tab le ref lect ing FAR bonuses and TOR tabulat ions is provided on page G0003 of t he plans, and
is attached to this interpretat ion. Accordi ng to a notation, the numbers reflect application of
the "one development site" approach. The calculat ions in t hat table are based on a tota l
chargeable floor area of 1,011,335 square feet. Under a subsequent recalculat ion, this tota l
figure was revised very slightly, to 1,011,327 square feet.

10. A zoning correct ion notice was issued by the Department on November 19, 2014 requir ing
amended calculat ions and other documentation demonstr ating that t he project meets th e FAR
standards based on the provision in SMC 23.49.041 for combined lot development. On
November 21, David Schneider of LMN Architects provided a response to the correction sheet
and associated revisions to the plans. This response included revised calculations and a
descript ion of the public benefits proposed as a basis for the approva l. At th e Department's
request, a more detai led description of the public benef its, with illustrat ions, and a revised FAR
tab le were submitted on December 1. Bradley Wilburn of DPD rep lied on December 2 with an
email reflect ing a conclusion that the proposal met the standards for a combined lot
development. The materials submitte d on December 1 and Mr. Wilburn's response are
appended to this interpretat ion .

Conclusions

1. In the context of most sections of the Land Use Code where the word " lot" is used, it means the
site of a development; the unit to which development standards such as lot coverage or FAR
limits are applied. Such a " lot" may consist of multi ple separate parcels, such as platted lots,
even if t hose parcels were previously separately developed. However, by defin it ion, a " lot " may
not be divided by a street or alley. In th is case there is a record of a determinat ion t hat property
to the east of the alley was treated under a fo rmer zoning code asa part of the site of t he
Greyhound stat ion, to the west of the alley. But if the property is to be redeveloped, the new
deve lopment is subject to the current standards and defi nitions. Under current code, two
parcels separated by an alley cannot be treated as a single lot.

2. The historica lly established use of Lot B is as accessory surface parking for the Greyhound
stati on. Under the general rules for transfer of development right s, in Section 23.49.014, the
area of Lot B that would be eligible as a sending lot is reduced by the excess of t he area devoted
to accessory parking over the total area of the footprint s of the structures on Lot B. Because
there are no structures and only accessory parking on Lot B, the area eligible fo r sending TORs is
effective ly reduced to zero. However, as an alternat ive to a standard in-block TOR, Sect ion
23.49.041 allows lots on the same block to be combined solely fo r t he purpose of FAR st andards,
even if th ey are separated by an alley. Where th is provision is applied, base FAR may be
transferred only if all of the bonus capacity of the sending lot is first transferred.

3. Under the applicable zoning, the base FAR limit is 5, and addit iona l FARmay be at tained through
bonu sing provi sions such as provision of amenities and contribution s towards housing and child
care, up to a maximum of 14. Lot A has an area of 63,924 square feet, which is sufficient to
support "base" f loor area of 319,620 square feet, and "bonus" f loor area of 575,3 16 square feet.
Lot B has an area of 28,107 square feet, wh ich would support 140,535 square feet of "base"
floor area and 252,963 square feet of "bonus" f loor area. The proposed development includes
1,011,327 square feet of chargeable floor area. Applying the comb ined-lot approach of Section
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23.49.041, the base FARof lot A would first be applied, leaving 691,707 square feet. The next
575,316 square feet of that wo uld need to be bonus FAR based on the area of l ot A. This wo uld
leave 116,391 square feet of proposed f loor area that must be transferred from lot B under the
rules for combined lot development. Because t his is less t han the tota l "bonus" floor area
capacity of l ot B (which must be tra nsferred first), all of the capacity transferred from Lot B
must be "bonus" floor area. and the tot al area t hat must be supported as bonus FAR is 691,707
square feet.

4. The first .75 FARappl ied from lot A, and also the f irst .75 FARt ransferred from lot B, must be
achieved t hrough purchase of regional development credits. This tota ls approximately 69,023
square feet, leaving 622,684 square feet . Of that, 75 percent, or 467,013 square feet, must be
supported t hrough provision of or contribut ion towards housing and child care, and t he
remaining 25 percent, or 155,671 square feet, through other amen it ies and TORs. as al lowed by
the code.

5. The revised calculat ions prov ided by the architect divided the FARcalculat ions into floo r area
associated with Lot A and floor area associated w ith l ot B. For exam ple, they show that 395.530
square feet of floo r area associated with l ot A and 71,483 square feet associated with lot Bwas
to be supported through housing and child care bonuses. The sum of these areas is 467,013
square feet , which matches the Department 's calculation, prov ided above. likewise, the figures
provided for floor area to be supported by purchase of ru ral development credits and the
figures provided for floor area to be supported th rough other amenit ies and TORs, wh en added
up. match the calculations above.

6. In order to take advantage of the provision fo r combined lot development the approach must
result in a significant public benefit . The project applicants have pointed to two benefits:
Pedestrian circulation will be enhanced as a result of a th rough-block connection and other
improvements, and the proposed structures are massed in a way t hat achieves a bet ter
relat ionship with surrounding conditions. As reflected in its reply, t he Department has
concluded that this benefit is suff icient to support the application of the combined lot
development approach to t his project .

Decision

The parcels on either side of the alley in Block 27, Heirs of Sarah A Bell's 2nd Addit ion, do not comprise a
single " lot" for purposes of a new development under current Land Use Code standards. They may be
combined for the purposes of FARst andards, pursuant to Section 23.49.041, allowing development
capacity of l ot B to be applied on Lot A. The proposed development meets the standards fo r t he
combined lot approach under Sect ion 23.49.041.

Entered th is z'"day of December, 2014.

Andrew S. McKim
land Use Planner - Supervisor



23.49 .041 Combined lot development

When aut horized by the Director pursuant to this section, lots locate d on t he same block in DOC1 or
DOC2 zones, or in DMC zones wit h a maximum FARof ten (10), or lots zoned DOC1 and DMC on th e
same block, may be combined, whether contiguous or not , solely for th e purpose of allowi ng some or all
of t he capacity for chargeable floo r area on one such lot under t his chapter to be used on one (1) or
more other lots, according to the following provisions:

A. Up to all of the capacity on one (1) lot, referred to in th is sectio n as t he "sending lot," fo r
chargeable floor area in addition to the base FAR, pursuant to Sect ion 23.49.011 (referred to in
this section as "bo nus capacity"), may be used on one or more othe r lots, subject to compliance
with all condit ions to use of such bonus capacity, pursuant to Sect ions 23.49.011-.014, as
modif ied in t his sect ion. For purp oses of applying any conditions related to amenit ies or featu res
provided on site under Section 23.49.013 only t he lot or lots on wh ich such bonu s capacity shall
be used are considered to be the lot or site using a bonus. Criteria fo r use of bon us t hat apply to
th e structure or structures shall be applied only to the struct ure(s) on the lots using t he
t ransferred bonus capacity.

B. Only if all of th e bonus capacity on one (1) lot shall be used on other lots pursuant to t his
section, t here may also be t ransferre d from the sending lot, to one or mo re such ot her lots, up
to all of t he unused base FAR on t he sending lot, wit hout regard to limits on t he tra nsfer or on
use of TOR in Section 23.49.014. Such t ransfer shall be treated as a t ransfer of TOR fo r purposes
of determin ing remaining development capacity on the sending lot and TDRavailable to tr ansfer
under SMC 23.49.014, but shall be treated as additio nal base FAR on the other lots, and to t he
extent so t reated shall not qualify such lots for bonu s developm ent . If less than all of the bonus
capacity of the sendi ng lot shall be used on such ot her lots, then un used base FAR on the
sending lot still may be t ransferred to th e extent permitted for within-block TDR under Sect ion
23.49.014, and if the sending lot qualifies for tra nsfer of TOR under any other category of
sending lot in Table 23.49.014A, such unused base FARmay be t ransferred to t he exten t
permitted for such category, but in each case only to satisfy in part t he conditi ons t o use of
bonus capacity, not as additional base FAR.

C. To t he extent permitted by t he Director, the maximum chargeable floor area for anyone (1) or
more lots in the combined lot development may be increased up to t he combin ed maximum
chargeable f loor area under Sectio n 23.49.011 computed fo r all lots parti cipat ing in t he
combined lot develo pment. To t he extent permitted by t he Director, and subject to subsect ion B
of this sectio n, t he base floor area fo r anyone (1) or more lots in th e combined lot developm ent
may be increased up to t he combined maximum base chargeable flo or area under Section
23.49.011 computed for all lots participat ing in t he combined lot development.



D. The Director shall allow comb ined lot developmen t only to t he extent that the Director
determines, in a Type I land use decision, t hat perm itting more chargeab le f loor area t han would
otherwi se be allowed on a lot shall result in a signif icant public benefit. In addit ion to featu res
for which floor area bonuses are granted, t he Director may also consider t he follow ing as public
benefit s that could satisfy th is cond iti on when provided for as'a result of the lot combinat ion :

1. preservation of a landmark structure located on t he block or adjacent blocks;
2. uses serving the downtown resident ial commun ity, such as a grocery store, at
appropriate locati ons;
3. public facili t ies servi ng the Downtown populat ion, including schoo ls, parks,
community cente rs, human service facilit ies, and clinics;
4. transpo rtation facil iti es prom ot ing pedestrian circulat ion and transit use, including
t hrough block pedestrian connect ions, transit stat ions and bus layover facilit ies;
5. Short-term parking on blocks within convenient walking d istance of the retail core or
other Downtown business areas whe re the amount of available short term parking is
determined to be insufficient;
6. a significant amount of housing serving househo lds wi th a range of income levels;
7. improved massing of development on t he block that achieves a better relat ionship
with surrounding condit ions, including: better integrat ion wi th adjacent development,
greater compatibility with an established scaleof development, especially relat ive to
landmark struct ures, or improved cond it ions for adjacent public open spaces,
designated green streets, or other special street environments;
8. public view protection with in an area; and/or
9. arts and cultura l facilit ies, including a museum or museum expansion space.

E. The fee ownersof each of the comb ined lots shall execute an appropriate agreement or
instrument, wh ich shall include the legal descriptions of each lot and shall be recorded in the
King County real property records. In the agreement or instrument, the owners shall
acknow ledge the extent to which developm ent capacity on each sending lot is reduced by t he
use of such capacity on another lot or lots, at least for so long as the chargeable f loor area for
wh ich such capacity is used remains on such other lot or lots. The deed or instrument shall also
provide that its covenants and condit ions shall run with t he land and shall be specifically
enforceable by the part ies and by t he City of Seatt le.

F. Noth ing in t his Section shall allow the development on any lot in a combined lot development to
exceed or deviate from height limits or other development standards.

Ord.123046 § 65 , 2009; Ord.122054 § 40, 2006.



McKim. Andy

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Goo d morning Dave-

Wi lburn, Bradley

Tuesday, December 02, 2014 7:29 AM
Dave Schneider
McKim, Andy
RE: Project: Eighth and Howell Convent ion Hotel - File Transfer - Combined Lo t

Development Response

Thank you for you r quick response addressing DPD's concerns fo r a more fully evo lved com bined lot development
analysis. After careful consideration of the revised materials, DPD agrees t he project as designed meets t he crttertons in
keep ing w ith SMC 23.49.041. D. DPD, approves the project proposal meets the com bined lot deve lopment st anda rd s,

pursuant to Sect ion SMC 23.49.041.

Please note, you will need to revise the Declaration Regarding Extra Non-Resident ial Floor Area Bonus to align with the
new calculati ons.

Respect fu lly yours,

Bradley Wilburn,
Senior Land Use Planner

City of Seattle
Department of Planni ng and Developmen t
700 Fift h Avenue, Suite 2000
Seattle, WA 981 24-4019
brad ley.wi Iburn@seattle.gov
(206) 6 15·0508

From: Dave Schneider [mailto :dschneider@lmnarchitects,com]
Sent: Monday, December 01, 2014 10:09 PM
To: Wilburn, Bradley
Subject: Project : Eighth and Howell Convent ion Hotel - File Transfer : Combined Lot Development Response

IMPORTANT: Click a link below to access fil es assoc iated w it h t his transmittal that cam e in

t hro ugh the LM N Archit ects In fo Exch ang e web site , The attached f ile contain s the t ransmi ttal

det ail s.

Download all associated f iles

Project Name: Eighth and Howell Convent ion Hotel



Project Number: 14026· MR

From :

To:

cc,
Subject:

Sent via:

Expirati on Date :

Remarks:

Dave Schneider (LMN Architects)

Bradley Wilburn (City of Seattle)

Shauna Decker (R.C. Hedreen Co); Ryan Durkan (Hillis Clark Martin & Peterson)

Combi ned Lot Development Response

Info Exchange

12/ 16/2014

Bradley

Here is the rev ised FAR/ TOR calculation ta ble a nd t he correction respon se
packet for yo ur review and ap proval.

Please call me in t he m orning if there are any issues.

Thanks, Dave

Transferred Files
~~L lYPE DATE TIME SIZE

2014-12-01 Alt 6 FAR-TOR PDFFile 12/1/2014 8:51 PM 69 KB
Calculat ion - LMN~. pdf

2014-12-01 Combined Lot PDFFile 12/1 /2014 10:04 PM 57,652
Development Public Benefit s KB
BOOK.pdf

[ 0 share and teem mor e about Newforma Info Exchange visit www.newformant.com
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1 RESPONSE LETTER

Thil re tconse respo nc s to itr"m ? i on~i. " IIot t -er " e,ml
wer~ pr~ Il io"" I Jy o c oessoo in tne Sep tember 24. 20 1..
reuoroatcr.

11).11 c p cecrs thisp'ojec! "" .11 be t'.1king cc ..c ntcoe of
increased f AR: 8- height u tirZil"g the tolle'wing : i10using
and c tuoc c re. t c ndrnc. k lOR, Pe,IOlming Arts ID R, etc.
I 'l ead verifiable d o cum enta tion w hich then will be
tum ed Oller to t.ccrc Hewit t W(1I~ r:.> r w ith ine Office of
Hou\ing .

C OM BINED LOT DEVelOPMENT CALCULATION

Tll u~ , the Project will ob tain 0 /0 101 0169,02:" ~f from
reg iOno l d eve lopment c red its, 467,013 I l lrom tM
houlin!=j .lc hildcclI e oc ros . und I SS,671 111rQm TORI and
bonul ..r nenitil'tl .

The Projec t ~ cco tec in the DOC2 5OOf3QO.5CO zone
"" Ir. (J bose nooe area reno jFARJ o f 5 ere 0 m(J~imum

FARo f 14. u-e Prciec t rec wes 1.011,'J27 squ a re fee t
a t cho rgo!lob le nocea rea, Willl a mo~;mum FARo f ) ~

Po-cet A can sup por1 a9 4.93~ I t 0 1de",elopf'l )e nl. Tht:e
r&mo,Jinini;j 11 6.391 sl w ill be l ent l ,o-n swcer B IhfC'ugh
!J co 'nbir't1d 101ue vejcpment. l he ca lc ula tion f ~)1 the
combi " r:d lot c evejocroen' isset 6Ul rJelow.

l . e. IYlng Lot i.ndl ng Lot
Mo. f Al14 · "4,U6 H. .. " 95,311Iro"" 75/25

· 21,080lrom1DC

- _.,- '-'-,."'-,

2S~ 10 HUS 75~ 10HUS Ttfl 25~ 10HUS 75" 10 NUSnrl
llf 1 HOUSING 10 NUSI TI[I Hal/SING 10 NUSf

OTHfi CHIl DCAU / OTHER CHllDC", . !t
HOUSING TO. HOUSING TO I

U l l1• .1, ' .I'f~.~l " 2J ~2l.i , I 1 U 6.},1
I

I
.... ,,1O. " . l<>p....nI C,."... 1v,,,1 D. ...l<>p....nl c ,. " its

I".I~ ,,,, I< _.1,'.)"~I 10,7 ~ f All - 2 1.06(' .11 ,
un 15 I "' ~ - ;J l' , ~20 su IAn I5fAI! - 1 40. ~)~ .11

l OT"'1('" Ie "2. "1 l OT"'UA ive 101 , II

Pa re ,,1'" Lot Areo: 63.n~ st
~ P o, e e! BLot Area :'8,107 ~1

Response: See- response below CISwell as SHT G0002
ond GOOOJ IOf rev ised Combined l ot Develo pment fAR/
TOR Bon us Tab ulation a nd adjusted lo t c ove fa ge and
sile ar ea ref e re nc es.

Ir, re sponse to DPD's correc tco eouce . tne App licant
c rorer to v,e ee comb ined lo t ce vec c roer.t me tl'od
for ob taining the r.ece ssc tv nco o le o to r Projec t No.
30 169 17. pwsccnt 10 $MC 23 .59.04 1. The develo pme nt
5'11'.'. or receiving 101, isc rtvee-cuorter bloc~ ecoooec
by 9T ~, A venue, Ste,....ur t stre et. 81h A ve nue, a nti Howe~

Street (r'o-cer ..1\, ). The sending lot w ill be Ii'll:!' ' fl moinj"'I)
o re-c corter bloc~ a t the corner 019th A".,r,ue o r,d
'"lowe ll Sheet teo-cet S). The lo llow :r.g image d ep ic ts
the entre b lock.

Lourc HewiH Walt er
$!l'oteg ic eovuor -rncen-t..e f'roQ'0ml . tClflo:l Use &
Pior,r.ir;g
Of fic e o r HO!.iS~1g

Ci ty 0 1seoue
PO Bo , 94725. Sectne . 'N .I" 9812<1·4775
700 5 Av e . 57 Fleor secrue
k nnc.hewltt sveot tie .g.;:;v
206.68 4.04 29

eesoo ose 10 h~n lf, g ccoecrcn NOtiCe " 3
d o led NOllembe' 19.20 14

Brodley Wilb l 'frl
OOllOj Schn",i~1ot'

NOllem~1 21, 201 4
Revised December I, 2~ )':

~ IMo d' fled Rtlque l l 21f lo') , AIG'o pcto (FARI , SMC
23.49.011. It OJ:.peClI I the o rc co sor is ill ccroprcnce wit h
cac we c FA. '!. b ut unlor tuna1ely, I' m unab le to ver ttv
grO~$ t\oor c rec wll h info'l'lu tion ccotcoeo w ithin p ion
let. "G' OSI r,OOl Oleo" mec-» tee number a t severe
tee t at lota l "oar ol eo b ou r.dtld b y thG' inlide scrtoce
a t the exterior w(Jno f the stru.:; tvre 01roecw eo 0 1the
floor ~ne . P~se cecvc e do'; to il to verit)' con-pto- ce
10 SM C 23.49.011. A.deUi ona lly. I cannot confNm tl',e
actua l de~elopmen t sue in ord er to bose my c ro'vsu

0 0.

I). fAR calCultJIlon. plovlded ole bo sed on the
aSlumpl lon Ihat the tw o portions ol ltle development
lile sepa rated by an a lley comprise 0 single site. This is
nol conslllenl with Ihe Code standards and definitions.
Pleo , e provide revised calculati ons and do c ume fllolion
showing how thit prop osed d ll velopme flt meels FAR
I tOndOlds lo und In SMC 23 .49 .G41.

TO:
" om:

Subject:

Do te:

PfU)'FrT , "'l)l f.9 ' 7 CO MBINED lOT DEVelOPMENT eusuc e ENEFlTS !")~t'"T·,..,.,h~r 1 ?rl14



COM81N ED l O T DEVElOPME NT PU811C BENEf ITS

The Director con allow ccmoeec 101oeve c orre- t to
the extent the Director del.~,min€'~ in 0 TyP<~ I la nd use
oecec n tbot perrnitling "llOf€' c l,orge:oble ecor c-eo
Ihon ....-ould 0I h6lw ;5€, be allo we d on 0 101 reswlts in a
signifIConTpublic berent. SMC 23, -l 9.0~ 1.0.

1'1o~1di l io " to tt-e ~f:t'J'ur",\ to' w hi.;h flo or cuec bono ies
ore gfonTf.'d l inc lud lllg p ub lic open spoce cmentnos
and green sl 'eet iml/! cwemenls, p ursvon t to SMC
23.49,0131. th., osector roov also conserer tne fol low ing
as p ubl ic oereus:

1, Pc eservc ucn 0 1<J londrl lCl,j( secc ive:
2, US6\ ~€'! "ing til €' l1()vm town fOsKientiol co-n-ow.-v:
3, Publ ic features serving The dow .. tow", cooojotorc
4, trc ....scoroucn facilities PfonlO~ing pedestrion
circula tion an d transil us':'. inc lud rlg t ~'!' ough ooce
Pt:d l:! ~ tllo n connecuco " ol lsit \tolo"so nd b us jcvcve
f"lcilit<:l:
5. Shor t. T\,lrm DOr~ing on block sw ilhin convenient
WQI~ ing cercoce ct Ihe retail cure:
6 '" ~ni(rcon l c -rouot ~,f housing SdrVin9househ olds
w ilh a ronge o f incorre Ioo!veh;
" lmprovtj'o mu~s illg of c e vesop rreor l not c che ve sa
betlt'f .tllalionsh'p w ilh sUrlounding cOrlcUior's
8. P",t>1ic view prolection: (Jnd
9. ArISand c ultvrollocill>eS.

!he Projec l re5l!lh in ..:l 5ignif'c on l p vbl ic t'er.elil 0$

(I rewlt o f It\& comtllned lot dt:!"'elr.'D~nt . Tho!
cOIT,birleod lo t \.1c\lelopl11er,1~l llow ~ o rea ttl( densit ~·

10 b e concen tro led Cl'\ The It'lree-ouortet blocl:
dellelopm&nf site. which c reo tes Ihe nece l sory ftoor
a,eo lor a COI1'1oenfion ho te l. shill l much ot :r ,e density
away 'rom the 9th Il"venue grl'ren str",e l. ond alfordl
moro ooPO'tur,it'c s 'or imp'ovoments to Ihe p ed el h .)r'
env'W"" l',rmt, o ~ C1 iI C ll ~ ~C'C1 lurth')r ~)r; low ,

4. rrcnspcrtcncn l oe ~ il i e s p,omoting p ed e, trton
ei ,eulat ion ond " an, jj use . including lhrough block
p ed estrian connection. lr onsll stal ions ond b us lo yov. ,
loc~ il i es .

Th-ere is0 throwgh b loc k: co-neenon thoJI connectv 9th
A venue cod atn Avenw,," ocross Ine :i'o. nl", rhf(llJgh
bloc k c onnec tion hOI been ceu-ero tew dl'sign';'d
to enhonce pedesftion c i'ClI lot'o r•. The lhrowgh
trocr connection i\ not a Code reccreme nt lr, this
zone. one it will irnorove cecesnonc irculotion in the
neig t',bofho od because peue strions will be er-e 10
walr_ tt'orough tee cen te'r of tt.e si' " oro go from <:lth
/..venue to 5tn Avenue withou t ? \.' ir,q wour.d the:block
to Stew art Street 0' Howell Stree t, U will h ,~vl': le fon"d
poverre - L a p rotected wolb/oy "",;1 11 cve treco
weotr-er oro tecnon belw~en 8Th"' ~fl""""! ceo Ir.e
oaev. li9..o-c witn peo esmcn-scoe cc e s. u nd b0I1Clrd s
and p lanlClS10create on 'rwitr.g oca sere sbo-ec-ose
lone for pecesucnsand \;lO'r,icIr1s, Th", ~hrO lJbI" ecce
connection wil be secu'e. " ",161' '0 oogd'~ J·9.

l rseProject nos also oed'cc ted pdvote Pfoperty hom
Pure,,", B 10 pro vide 0 -ron-c-c oco'' o- 11" ;- ~outh frnd o f
lhe otley 10 allow mulhbound ~ d'hicles '0 PfOC(;e d 10
sell or va let parking w ifhout e.iling the site and C'OS ~ lng

the public ~idewol' 01How e. SI',:,p.1.IhiswilllTXlke
for ·J mvch saler sidewall cor,oit'on 101' Howell Streel
pe t:ie, lrio n, . Peter to pog~s 6-1.

f' ''O,rFO . ~()l iiQ"

7. Improved maulng 01 developm.nt Ihat Qchl.\les 0
b.". r relallon, hlp with surrounding eond~ i ons.

The mcreosed d ensity on the receiving lot [Perce! "' )
i'1·,provl'S the mosslnQ b y achielling a oeuer relat io",ship
with sv"twndir,g uses.

The '~(JMb i ned lot d evelopment onow s the density to
b e co rwe nnotec on the lorqer twee-oucner block
site lha l can more eo snv OCCC,ITlmod'Jle tee de ruitv.

lhe ccrecined 101oeveloproeot t,lIows the rower
and tl ,o rno ssil'lg 10 be co nceotrc toc on Bth «verwc.
rcther tnon on the 91h"''I('nve ureen sneet. w hic h
or:h ie\le~ 0 better reloTionship willl the IUrfOUl'ld ,r,g
conditions. Refer to page s 10-1 9,

lhe cornbinttu 101o ev ec oroeot oncws 111tt bul~ 10 be
ccrcee.nc-co on tI,e SW corner Of tile site wh'ch is
clo~or '0 Ihe d OWnTown core. ere c scws lower scoe
oe veopmeot 10 occur to the I~ E . cb~e;' to 'h e Denny
Tlion9~ Ne;ghbQrhood,

l he d en s;"" can be cc-cer.nctec in a stt" ltIo '
ccccevrocc tes a ccnventon ho tellt,o t 10~~s a
rTlO!c dramaliC form . w here It,e POdium isdivided
v6f fiColty inlo tw o pr ima 'Y componenl\ on d 1I1e
tow'et isa simple ve rliCa l eXOfen ion WIth modulo t:.:;n
(Jlong th~ nor th ele \lation.

C O NC LUS ION:

In conc lusion. W& f"qUOSt that you OPPfoY'!! the I.i lE-ot
tntt comb ined lot d':' lIo lopmttnl me lhod lor obtaining
Irl e necessary fiOOI area for Projec l No , 3016917, Tile
prl'itt c t ~O ti~ fIB1 tho r equiremenl~ o f ~MC 23 49,041 <J"d
will prOllide sign ifrcant p ublic berleftt~ ,

'M BINEOlOTDEVElOPME NT PUBliC BENEFITS Df"~"' '1'lPf"'' :m l~
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-: PROMOTING PED ESTRIAN CIRCULATION

Through- B~X; k (:.)""""\,,, ,1

The des ign create; 0 p uollc be nefi! w ith the
tbrou qh-blo ck connection olbwing ccnve - ie-t
occessbe tween 8t h ere (l lh Avenues

NEIG HBOPHOOD TRAFFIC F,o,nERN S A,~ !O

surACCESS
• Theo sfreets \U'TOund,ng tne Q e a t Eig ;-,!I.

and Howell serve a vouetv o- v se s. a nd ore
• ceeooromor.uv one-wov. <ro-occr.es to the-

sue from rnterstore olec d from Stewcrt Stree t to
the north and 8 ~h Aven ue to rne South. tc cor
cc cessto o ne from tne \ ,1" isco-ooucctco b y the
hu medlotelv c cjocer.t on" w,-,y troffic oo ttero s
tho t p'ohibit orcvod-Ihe-btoc k c ircu la tion. The
hecvy eon-v-est crcciouoo a long Slew.;;lrl a nd
Howe ll sneeu rrckes erect vet-lector nccess from
these streets tessoeacore.

" Ie S1'6 d eQ'... Acc'es, I,om k" - f.,O.,x ,,,r,)il-... h C C( S , If' kS -R"'! ""h-..rl hu'. SIre', !
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PEDESTRIAN STREET CLASSifiCATIONS & SIDEWALK DESIGNATIONS

_ Primary Tra nsit Street

_ Green Street

Vehic ular Classificatio ns

_ M inor Arter ial Stree t

,' .
"..," ..,..' . ',"', • ' I,"", _. ,,<-
'.., ,"", ......

",,,'

Sid ew a lk Designa tions

!!I!It !! Varied w idth d ue to Green
street Req uirements

IlIlml 15 feet req uired : sidewalk
loca ted on opposite side o f
bus stops

/

Gree n Stree t

_ Closs I Pedestrian Stre et

- C loss 11 Pedestrian Stre e t

Pedestrian She et Classifications

PI1() 1Ft.!. "1',<,9P COMBI N 'T DfVELOPM~NT PUBLIC BENEfITS O"rl"'nt)/" 1 7nJ.:



A. Ihe fj1ojf;1CI propo ses to rx ovo e 0 oeoesmoo
PVblic t)fl f ,(;f,1w;lh (1 lhrougn bIoc~ pedestrian
coreectoo. T h~ pedestria n walkway w ill be
mo~ 0 1eer.or cec I IOr.e DOving w;lh wectner
Pfo l.,chon on Ih., 8m & Howell popell\, ond 0
1u"usc';)l:"" b l,;l'f", u lo09 Ih& north ed ge of scrce t
B. Th!1'v. length ol lhe woawcv w;" ee provided
.... lIn peoonr i(ln l'o ~h"lg 10 Cf";lO:O0 sc te tv cnd
invtling e ovec ...rne n ' 101' p ublOc use.

8 . l he ~ojecl P OPOl61 a v" l"lic vla r hJl'l"K)I'o vnd on
Pa Ct' I !! at Ihe so ctn lag o t Ine o!l~y . Thisw ill allow
d rOP-<\1! o f fil e 1101(.11with SO\Ilt1bov nd sen-ccuen
and va~'j l usersto crcceoc 10 In" par hng g orog'.l
!"olry w il l10 v t Ieoovir,g Ihe l ite ond crossing the
Howell Stree t sklewo l~ ,
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ILLUSTR ATIVE SITEPLAN

THROUGH·BLOCK CONNECTION
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a . tne orciect Pf CPOSt:tS (1 natcce oecccuon on the
......(; $1 fd e 01»ocer e tc occo wrooote 0 ...e r.ic ulo:lr
lurnJJround 1<,) eocoe sovirccuno oaev tra ffic from
Clo~sing the Ho.....e. Street sidewan: ond promote
oede-S 'fQn sc'eiv.

A . 1M- OIOjecl r-rC'OO' !:IS to o ovc e 0 s'eoseroeor o lorog
'he w uth edge 0' It,e ' '' r(lugh block connec bon
c eoco teo 10 0 pedest'ian wal(woy Iho l connects 8th
ol'ld 9'h xvenves.
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THROUGH-BLOCK CONNECTION

~
~

...

REFER ENCE IM AGERY
Scr een wall w ith planting a t parking 101edge

Porte c ochere al ley

-, l
'~ '~I~

I "I, ! V 'tl

I I'@~/\::'" d" " r Ii~, J ~' , ~ . I l

I
" I " l!L - - - - - --.JI I S E ~VICE DRIVE • J--BU ilding~ SERVICEAllEY

I Through-Block l! I overhan Through-Block
e~eslnan c c noectco "\ ~ Stone Pavers above / Pedestrian Connection

, ~

~
I , -

I I -~-~. - - ' , .L _ ~ U -."", _...::'tIit: .:.,~_I I ... - .
J • - - ~ - -' ilIOII ' . - : ! i II

"7 ~ I 1- ' - , ACcEssORY PARKf\lG OT
o I I "~-tl I In I I FU<U"DEVE\OP"'N, jco~ " -;~/· ~ J> \ =. I: _ i I I I I 1BJ

t J

!<'
-e
iE
~

Ho lel o nd pu bhc porking gor0 9 0 occess

Sole a nd se cure ceoes tr.on GCU,,;S

Site IigMing w il", oecestrtoo scule, poles

Re fined PO" '''9 0; recesnion sid ewQI" s

Enha nced stone po ~ing 10de sig" ole the ceoertrtc n

w o lkwoy

Protection frorn v-eo -r .er on 8th S Hewell lit e

t ono scope butter 0 10119 Qc CeSSO'i porl:'r,g lot

PROGRAM el EMENTS

CONCEPT

The trvouqti -bloc k ccor.ecuoo pE"rfO'1115 0 11 -r.ococ ra
func tio n (lHow,n g lor sore pawJge ,-, I "isi t ~ , rl e nd
tnose P0 <;$in9 H1fOL'Vh, A pcrticn o f the ~> " i" i ill g cuev
a nd pr oje c t c ro oe-tv w JI be- vsec 10 provid e (l CCf: S>
to lea ding c oo ocu inq O'f:O~ . A c ootouc usor-o

- p ro tect e d cec est-c-. "'"(l it Ii ' , k ~ 8th and 9th Ave nues.

ENLARGED PLAN
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SECTION AT THRO UGH· BLO CK CONNECTION NEAR 9TH AVE
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SECTION AT THRO UGH -BLO C K CONNECTIO N NEAR BTH AVE
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ELEVAliON FACING SOUTH
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IMPROVED DEVElOPMENT MASSI NG

SURROUNDING USES AND PROGRAMMING

Site

- Pork
E'l

Office
IE"I
_ Residen tia l

o Hospitality

_ Commercial

o Civic
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~'llIlI MIXED-USE. COMMERCIA L A.ND
CONVENTION PROGRAMS

The pro ject site is l'niqvely positioned a t thl"" intersec tic r,
o f tne cav's primary ccroro ercot conver.iion cr.o
m ixed use ne ig hb orh oods The o-ooosec program
see as to merge these vses r-to a signir'cont urban coo
crcoze cnsct colloge.

tt-e o pportuni ty to tronsrer fA R f,o'll Porce t B to po rce t
A, creotesa pub lic bene fit of m-cr cveo ma;~ing o f the
d evelopme nt at the lull bjcce Oy rro~ i~g the masling
of the b loC!" bigg esl o t the SW corner where it i ~ a more
cooroonote response 10 I I ~e cc- .....ntowr, cc r oo-ercoi
core. It is smcner at the N ond H'N cocc of tr.e block
wh ere it better relotes to the lower sc ale Of t!".e [ 'e,.-.n,
Tria ng le Ne igh b orhood an d the Porcet E; massing w ill be
on effec tive rneoictor o f sca le be-tween tt -e ta ller hotel
tower a nd th e sma ller meb iing lboll:o on", podium since
ihe o vcaooe Pa rc el B FAR w ill reduc e trorn Ol101lt 3"4.000
to 277,,::X)Q.

PRO.IFCT ~ 30 16917 CO MBINED LOT DEvELOPMENT PUBLIC BENEFITS oece-oce- 1 ?OI .:
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1I1.l1.-'t·, 1"",,1 S",tbOtk
... c o mini/OVI uPPt>f·lev(' 1setbac k of l ~'

m Ull be ()fo vI(1ed on 'he IIleet Iron'og~

cOli l long '} ffl Avenve. 0 .:1esignoted
g re en SlfE''' ', a bove 0 heoISJh t of 4$ '.

IJI)pr.o,·lflvel Width ' Imll
<')'1/0 '1 that e ~,eed 200 ' ~1 ......id th and
d e p rll lnE' m':l'i/Tlum 101::0(11' Wid lh
t.' O'{lII<~ll0 Il l e No rth ,SOVIIl AV('nues ri,e,
IW, Aven UE'1 IS J45 ' cbcve 240'"1 heignt
0,,(1 It-I." '0""(" fT",\1 b e Sl"Poro ted 0,/ 80'
' rpm ony c tne IOIN"r ON I''!' 240' em tile
;nmf~ lot.

faced", .....udulOI,On
rocaaoe mu:;t oe modulated ceove a
height o f 85 ' Of l lepped ooc~ IS' n» 0 1
leas ' 60' III ....od'h , The m<)~jmum /eng '" 0 1

on unmo d u/oted tcc oce ....j ".,in IS' 0' fhe
pmperly I">e V\Jriel lW "e'9N . rcccces
t>t!' t",~en 86' ( l'ld 160' If) elevo lior> hove
o mO~"T1 um wid '" o f ISS', Fa c a d es
bPtw-e'm 10I ' o r a 2~O ' III eevcroo have
o m o. ,mum ....'(1m 01 125', socco ...s
b eh"een 241' "nd 500' in eleva ' ion r o- e
c m a ximum wid lh ,, / 100',

Act ,~" OI*o'll1l1~'C'1onu Con~I'o, ,,h

" I sllo w,.,.in the urban d esig n ClnalyslS
/I' e "" e i$ ea~jly acct'$.l,t ,1eb y a Nm odes
o f r,,,,,~p(If1"hon. rnclu" .....g bus~s, IigM
' '',l " nc1 weetcar. The .:wt>n f o l1f'v
cO' lfogv "ttoo d_e cl$ 'rof~c on to Ihl'
lite from Ho _ ' S tr~f and 9"" Ave t'l<Je,
rtll!' Sf'a"~ MlJ'l fC lpOi Codf' prelers mal
access10 me s.'f' OCCIX off /tie olle y ....,1"
8 tll Avo;''l lie' os It>en~.t b est " He -notNt".

Allow..'l'l<' t1CIgI>t

.~(l() f~"Of comm erclO' dE' ~eloprr.E'nl

300 '0 5(jO" !ee r IOf'e~n'i(,1/

( 1" ~fOlJ"' I'nl

AREA ZONING MAP + MAXIMUM BUILDABLE ENVelOPE
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IMPROVED MASSING
Tho:! pr t1Jl:CI orcposes 10 imorove the mo~ ~iog or n- e
c eveiccn-c m and ccee ve 0 bettor relol 'onsh,p wiTh
th e SlJIfC'ur ,d ing cond itio n. The opporlunity 10 sM l
FARand auild,n9 den~,ly to c'ner co-ts Of Ihe ooce
oncws lor rt more prominenl betel to wer 10 cccto-e
H'e SW COll ier crn-e sil", in ~ l;:ep ing with the h Ogh
use $CO~ (II The oaoceor tc w en in u.e tl 0w " IOw l)
c.ornnw rc io t cere. A,l i~ullrCJtod o n tile oclccer .t
pogl'\ ill the bu jld :ng eevotore. the recncec
co oc cav 0' Po'cel E\ also responds more enecuve fv
10 I l;e SUI1O<,J nd,ng building sca le. The coteotot
ceverocroeut o f Porcet ['. o lon9 with the low mOIl ing
ot tht' 8 th to Howell POd il 'll ' alon g ste wcu Street
c reotes an im prl;lv fJd ,1'lyli9ht condition at bo th
: ll!'wal t Slr",",,1 r md the 91h Avenue Green Stl""!.
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BELOW-GRADE PARKING ~ AT-GRADESTREET-lEVfL USES ~
+ l OADING ATALLEY

BAllROOMS+ MEETING ~ HOTELTOWER ABOVE
SPACES IN 5·HOOR PODIUM
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SOUTH ELEVATION ON HOWElL STREET

The d"l~ ~) n orooosot Cl lIl)w\ rcv c 11'\()rC rovcro otc
rnos sing 010119 ',,e 9th AVl"nuo Gree n snee t w i ll~

o Kale Iha l ecoes trom It le r (ominer,ce a t
the hotel lower o t the $w com ..r OCl'OIS tne sHe
to th':! POdium onct the low sculo! to"'iQt,1of It .",
Denny Triangle Neigr.bo!hooo lhe ccteotor
oevecc-oent a t Po -c et E\ e tlectively -oecc tes
the scale o f b uilding salong south side o t Howeh
Street.

Poten tia l ecrcer B Ma ssing
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EAST ELEVATION ON 9TH AVENUE

The Tron, ler in FAR .;;10" 11 t h~

blo ck o ll::>w, 101a promir'f:'r,!
hol",! tc ""... o t u.e Cl,llne( 0 1
eft l a nd HoweU b",y<'l1d w hilf':
c reol ;ng 0 resoonnve la"~l l l'lg

of builoing scores thol ,ro r,sition
dow n tt-e 91h eveeve Green
SII",,,,, from l~le c on" ",f ,tiQn
c enter noun ~' ; tQ De nny rr;Oll'J It.
Neigh lXlftl ooo.
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Regarding the Use of the

Property at

808 How ell Street

I. Background

Int erpretat ion of t he Director
Under Seatt le M unicipal Code Title 23

Heari ng Examiner File:
MUP-14-016/S-14-003

OPO Interpretation No. 14·010
(OPOProject No. 3019349)

This interpretat ion was requested on December 11, 2014 1 by attorney Pete r Eglick on behalf of th e
Alliance for a Livable Denny Triangle and UNITEHERE local 8 in conjunct ion w ith an appeal of t he SEPA
and Design Review decisions relating to Project No. 3016917, a hotel development. This is th e second
inte rpretati on DPD has issued relat ing to tha t project , and th e f indings and conclusions of the earl ier
interpretat ion are incorporated in t his interp retat ion to the exte nt th at they bear on t he issues raised.
As aut horized under SMC 23.88.020.C. 3, th is interpretat ion is provid ed in t he fo rm of a memorandum
rathe r than wit h enumerated fi ndings and conclusions.

II. The area of l ot B, the sending parcel. was appropriately included in the calculation of the
amount of regional development credi t to be applied as a basis for the proposed
chargeable floor area over the base FAR on lot A.

The request fo r interpretation, at Paragra ph 4, points out that chargeable floor area fo r purchase of
regional deve lopment credit is only expressly provided fo r when a new structure is built on a lot. We
assume t his statement is based on SMC 23.49.011.A.2.a. Because no new st ructure is proposed on l ot B,
it is asserted t hat the area of l ot B shou ld not be taken into considerat ion in determi ning how mu ch of
t he proposed chargeable f loor area should be supporte d th rough pur chase of regional development
credits. We do not agree.

As we understand t he appellant's argume nt, absent a new struct ure on lot B, the port ion of the bonus
FAR associate d with the area of l ot B and supported by purchase of regional development credits
cannot be t ransfe rred to l ot A. Because all of the bonu s capacity must be t ransferr ed before any base
FAR is transferr ed, no base FAR may be tra nsfe rred from l ot B to lot A eit her. Only bonus floor area
supported by housing, child care, and oth er amen ities and TDRs may be t ransferred. However, if a
str uct ure is buil t on l ot B, no matter how small, th e remaining development credit from lot B may be

I This interpretat ion is issued pursuant to the Hearing Examiner'sorder. The Department has arguedthat the
request isnot t imely according to the deadlines in SMC23.88.020.C.3. Bypreparing the interpretat ion, the
Department does not concede that the request for interpretati on wastime ly.
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applied on Lot A. We can think of no policy object ive that wo uld be served by requi ring t hat a structure
be built on the sending lot in order to take full advantage of the combined-lot approach, and we do not
believe that the code requires t his.

Section 23.49.04 1 does not merely say th at the deve lopment capacity of one lot may be trans ferred t o
another; it says t hat the lot s may be "com bined" for this purpose. This means tha t t he property may be
t reated as if it were a single lot, for the purpose of determining where t he total development capacity
may be applied, subject to the limitations of the sect ion. Ifthe lots are to be combi ned in this manner ,
and for th is purpose, t he f irst .75 FARof bonus capacity should be calculated based on the combi ned lot
area rather than just the area of the receiving port ion of t he property.

Sect ion 23.49.041 allows lot s w ithin a block to be combined for purposes of allowing some or all of the
capacity for chargeable f loor area on one lot to be used on another. Requiring that a structure be built
on Lot B in order fully take advantage of the FARassociated w ith Lot B is inconsistent wit h t he intent o f
the code that all of t he capacity for chargeable f loor area be available fo r transfer.i If such a
requirement had been int ended, surely it wou ld have been expressly provided in Sect ion 23.49.041.

The approach advocated by t he appellant, under which all of t he development capacity transferred from
Lot B is supported by bonuses, amenit ies and TORs other than purchase of regional developm ent
credits, is at odds wi th the hierarchy established in the code fo r features that must be used to support
bonus FAR: Under Section 23.49.011.A.2.a, the first increment of bonus FARabove the base FARis to be
supported by purchase of regional development credits. In a 00C2 zone, t he f irst .75 FAR of chargeable
floor area provided above the base FAR must be supported th rough acquisit ion of regional developm ent
credits. That amou nt of bonus f loor area must be supported by regional development credits befo re
housing and child care credits, or any ot her amenity, may be used to support any addit ional bonus f loor
area. The approach advocated by the appellant would apply bonus FARfrom Lot B based on ot her
credits and amenities before f irst applying bonus FARfrom Lot B based on regional development credits.
This would be contrary to the priorit ies ref lected in t he code.

The request fo r int erpretati on, at Paragraph 5, suggests that t he City is inappropri ately giving something
up by allowing t he area of Lot B to be considered in determining how much regional development credit
should be applied. We disagree. All of the chargeable floo r area in excess of the base f loor area on Lot A
will be supported by credits and amenit ies. The code reflects a clear policy choice t hat regional
development credit should be applied f irst, wit h the amount determined based on t he full area of the
property invo lved. We can t hink of no reason the priorit ies wo uld differ for projects taking advantage of
t he combined lot development approach.

Section 23.49.041 allows otherwise separate lots to be combined, or treated as one, fo r the purpose of
FAR standards. A new st ruct ure is proposed on the combi ned property in t his case. The fi rst increment
of bonus FAR, to be supported wit h regional development cred its, is appropriate ly calculated based on
t he ent ire area of the combi ned property .

2 Although it would be possible to build a structure on Lot Bthat is limited to usesthat are exempt from FAR
calculationsand thuscontainsno chargeable floor area, it isunclea r what purpose would be served by requ iring
this in order to take full advantage of Section 23 .49.041.
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III. The massing of t he proposed development, with struct ure bulk concentrated at the
southerly corner In exchange for reduced bulk elsewhere (includ ing on lot B) is a
significant public benefit that serves as an appropriate basis for approving the "combi ned
lot development" approach.

A. It is not necessary to show th at a public benefit pointed to as a basis for approval of a
combined lot development could occur only in t he context of a combined lot
development.

As the appellant notes, in order to authorize the combined lot development approach under SMC
23.49.041.D, th e Director must determine t hat a significant public benefi t will occur as a result. One
way to read th is wo uld be as a "b ut-for" test, accepting a part icular public benefit as a basis for allowing
the approach only if t hat public benef it could not otherwise occur. However, t he int roductory language
in Section 23.49.041.D must be taken in context : Nine examples are provided of public benefits that
could satisfy t he requirement, and fo r most of th ose examples, it is unlikely t hat the identified benefit
feature would be entirely dependent on the shifting of development potent ial that occurs under the
combined lot development approach. For examp le, it is difficult to see how application of the combined
lot development approach would be necessary in order to preserve a landmark struct ure on a different
block, or provide a grocery store , or a clinic. Taken in the context of t he sectio n, we read t he
introductory language of SM C23.49.041.D as requir ing that t he proposed development t hat would
occur as a resultofapplying t he combined lot development approach to FAR measurement must
include a significa nt public benefit.

B. The massing in th is case, with bulk concent rated in the hotel project in exchange for less
bulk elsewhere, truly is the result of shifting development potential from lot B to lot A.

Even if we were t o conclude t hat a "but-for" test should apply and that t he pub lic benefi t proposed as a
basis for allow ing the combined-lot approach much flow directl y from the operat ion of th at approach,
the improved massing pointed to by the applicants in th is case act ually does stem from the application
of the provision . The extent to which development potent ial was shifted fro m Lot Bto Lot A, allow ing
the pro posed massing, relies on the operat ion of the combined-lot development approach.

c. The proposed massing in th is case provides a significant public benefit.

The suggest ion t hat t he asserted benefit is the increased bulk in the area of the hote l tower alone is
simplisti c: Massing is as much about where the structures won 't be as it is about where they wi ll be.
Pote nt ial future development on Lot B is signifi cant ly reduced as a result of t he applicat ion of the
combined lot deve lopment approach in th is case.

As pointed out in t he applicant's submitta l, the proposed massing of t he development is designed to
achieve a better relat ionship with t he surrounding condit ions. The prominent hotel tower is proposed
on the southe rnmost corner of t he block, closest to the tall bui ldings in the downtown commercial core,
leaving less prop osed development and lessdevelopment potential on t he remainder of the property,
including on Lot B, whic h fronts along Nint h Avenue, designated as a green street. Placement of t he
tower on t he south corner of the block helps to minimize shading of ot her properties and of the green
street, and separates t he bulkiest part of t he development fr om adjacent propert ieswith less intensive
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zoning or developments. The fact t hat the proposed massing is desirable and beneficial is ref lected by
the approval of t his massing by t he Design Review Board.

It is the Depart ment 's view that the improved massing t hat is possible as a result of application of the
combined-lot approach on its own provides sufficient public benefit to serve as a basis for allowing th at
approach.

D. "Improved massing of development" may appropriately be considered as a basis for
approving t he combined lot development approach for FAR, even if the massing of t he
development was considered by the Design Review Board.

The request for interpretat ion asserts t hat mere compliance wi th regulat ions such as code standards
should not const itu te a public benefit that provides the basis for approving a combined lot
development . Wh ile we agree that bare compliance wit h applicable development standards would be a
meager basis fo r approving a combined lot development, we find not hing in t he code t hat suggests
inclusion of a parti cular feature, use or configurat ion cannot at t he same t ime satisfy a standard or
design review guideline and also provide a public benefit that is wo rthy of allowing a combined lot
development .

In part icular, if the Design Review Board approves a project in part based on the inclusion of a part icular
feature, we see no basis in code or logic for saying that that desirable feature cannot also be counted as
a public benefit for purposes of allowing a combined lot development. " Improved massing of
development on the block t hat achieves a better relat ionship w ith surro unding conditions," while
undeniably someth ing t he Design Review Board wou ld pay attention to, is also specif ically listed as an
example of a significant public benefit that can serve as a basis for allow ing the combined-lot approach.

In any case, t he desirable massing in t his case results from application of t he combined lot development
approach. It would have been beyond the authority of the Design Review Board to requi re that the
applicants adopt t hisapproach and provide a public benefit to support it. So, alt hough t he Design
Review Board approved of the proposed massing, it is not fair t o say t hat t his benefit has been double
counted, as it cannot be said to have been required through design review.

IV. The through-block pedestrian connection also may be counted as a significant public
benefit serving as a basis for allowing the combined-lot development approach.

Alt hough it is right ly noted that the proposed pedestrian connection t hrough t he block would not
shorten the distance of a pedest rian's t rip around the property, it wou ld provide a respite fro m t he
noise and bust le of the sidewalks that run alongside the streets. In addit ion, a portion of the path would
pass under the proposed building, provid ing weat her protect ion. The pedestri an path through lot A
could be provided even if a combined-lot development were not approved, but the port ion of the pat h
across l ot B, providing access to Ninth Avenue, wo uld not be provided in the absence of a combine-lot
development approach. However, even if we were to conclude t hat the proposed pedestrian pat h was
not dependent upon allowing t he combined-lot development approach, it is a genuine amenity
specifically offered in exchange for allowance of t he combined-lot development approach, and may
fairly be point ed to as a further basis, in additio n to t he improved structural massing, for approving t hat
approach.
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v. Approval of the project based on the combined-lot development approach rather t han the
mistaken single-lot approach does not require fu rther review by the Design Review Board.

A. The Design Review Board plays no role in deciding wh ether a project is eligible for the
combined lot approach.

SMC 23.49.041.D specifies that the determinat ion whether a project qualif ies for the one-lot
development approach is to be made by the Director as a Type I decision. If the intent had been to
delegate t hisdecision to t he Design Review Board, t he code woul d have expressly done so.

B. The design of t he proposed structure, applying the combined lot provision fo r FAR
measurement, does not differ In any signifi cant way from what was considered and
approved by t he Design Review Board.

As noted in t he request for interpretatio n, the massing of th e struct ure is within the purvi ew of the
Design Review Board. However, t hat massing is not changed in any way by the application of the
combined lot development approach. The package submitted by t he applicants describing t he benefits
proposed as a basis for allowing the combined-lot development approach provided more details about
t he pedestrian pathway than the Design Review Board had reviewed, but these addit ional proposed
enhancements do not significant ly alter th e project, and do not provide a basis for ret urni ng t he proj ect
to the Design Review Board for fur t her review.

The request for int erpretation, in Item 7 on Page 5, asserts t hat the Design Review Board reviewed t he
project assuming code compliance, w ithout knowing the building exceeded the maximum FAR, and that
review by t he Design Review Board based on a code-compliant project has yet to occur. We disagree: .
Although there may have been a misunderstanding about how t he FARstandards were met , the
proposed struct ures and improvements considered by the Design Review Board were code-compliant,
subject to the Depart ment's Type I determination t hat the project qualif ied for t he combined lot
approach to FAR measurement . There is no reason that the pat h used for meeting the FAR standard
would have affected t he Design Review Board's recommendation.

Decision

The credits and amenities proposed to serve as a basis for proposed bonus floor area for Project
No. 3016917 were properly calculated, and in part icular the FARassociated with purchase of regional
development credits was properly calculated based on the combined area of lots A and B. The
improved massing achieved t hrough application of the combi ned lot development approach is a
significant public benefit sufficient to support t he application of t hat approach, and the proposed
provision of a through-block pedestrian path provides a fu rt her signif icant public benefit t hat also
supports allow ing the combined lot development approach to be applied.

Entered January 5, 2015.

Andrew S. McKim
Land Use Planner - Supervisor









































FINDINGS AND DECISION
OF THE HEARING EXAMINER FOR THE CITY OF SEATTLE

In the Matter of the Appeal of

ALLIANCE FOR A LIVABLE DENNY
TRIANGLE and UNITE HERE LOCAL 8

from a decision and interpretation of the Director,
Department of Planning and Development

Introduction

Hearing Examiner Files:
MUP-14-016(DR,W)I
S-14-003

Department Reference:
3016917

The Director of the Department of Planning and Development issued design review approval for
a hotel structure and associated parking, and a determination pursuant to the State Environmental
Policy Act, Chapter 43.21C RCW, as adopted by the City of Seattle, that a Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement issued for the project was adequate. The Appellants exercised
their right to appeal the Director's design review decision and SEPA determination. The
Director also issued two Land Use Code interpretations related to the proposal which the
Appellants appealed.

The appeal hearing was held on June 1 through June 5, 2015 before the Hearing Examiner
("Examiner"). The Appellants, Alliance for a Livable Denny Triangle and Unite Here Local 8,
were represented by Peter J. Eglick, attorney-at-law; the Applicant, R.C. Hedreen Company, was
represented by Spencer Hall, attorney-at-law; and the Director, Department of Planning and
Development ("Department"), was represented by Dale N. Johnson and Duncan M. Greene,
attorneys-at-law. Following the close of the hearing, the parties submitted written closing
arguments, and the record closed with the Examiner's site visit on June 30, 2015.

For purposes of this decision, all section numbers refer to the Seattle Municipal Code (SMC or
Code) unless otherwise indicated. After considering the evidence in the record and reviewing
the site, the Examiner enters the following findings of fact, conclusions and decision on the
appeal.

Findings of Fact

Site and Vicinity

I. The subject site is addressed as 808 Howell Street and is located within the Downtown Urban
Center and the Denny Triangle neighborhood. It is zoned Downtown Office Core (DOC) 2
500/300-500 and occupies a full block that is bounded by Stewart Street on the north, Howell
Street on the south, Eighth Avenue on the west and Ninth Avenue on the east.
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2. Four structures and two surface parking lots are located on the site, including the former
Greyhound Bus Terminal and associated parking, a retail building, a four-story mixed use
building, and a seven-story office building. Land uses in the immediate vicinity include office,
medical research, hotel, residential, religious, and parking. The Washington State Convention
Center is located nearby.

3. The site is comprised of two lots that are separated by a 16-foot-wide "L-shaped" alley. The
three-quarter block lot to the north and west of the alley is referred to as "Lot A," and the one
quarter block lot to the south and east of the alley is referred to as "Lot B". Vehicular access is
via the alley, with curb cuts on 9th Avenue and Howell Street, and via an additional curb cut on
8th Avenue.

4. In the area of the proposal, Howell Street is a principal arterial and transit street with 3-4 one
way travel lanes heading east toward Interstate 5, Stewart Street is a ~rincipal arterial and transit
street with 2-4 one-way travel lanes heading west from Interstate 5, 8' Avenue is a minor arterial
and transit street with two one-way travel lanes heading north, and 9th Avenue, a designated
Green Street, is a minor arterial and transit street with two one-way travel lanes heading south.

Proposal

5. The proposal is for a 45-story hotel structure that would include an 8-story podium of 85,000
square feet of meeting rooms and ballrooms, approximately 1,265 hotel rooms, approximately
17,000 square feet of street-level retail and restaurants, and below-grade parking for
approximately 500 vehicles. It would be, by far, the largest hotel in the city and would be a
convention hotel. Its business model would target national conventions or conferences, and
rooms not booked for convention attendees and associated activities would be available for
business and leisure travelers. The ballrooms could be booked for social events during off
convention seasons.

6. Another proposal, known as the Ninth and Stewart Development, was a larger project to be
developed on the full block and is commonly known as the "full-block proposal". The full-block
proposal would require that the alley be vacated. When it appeared that the City Council might
not approve the vacation, the Applicant submitted pre-application materials for the proposal at
issue in this appeal, which is commonly referred to as the "3/4 block" or "no vacation"
development, but is addressed as "the proposal" in this decision.

7. In pre-application discussions about methods for calculating floor area ratio ("FAR"), a
question arose about whether Lot A and Lot B could be treated as a single lot.' The Department

I The Department had issued an opinion letter in 1993 stating that the Greyhound property, which was divided by
the alley, was a single site.
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gave a preliminary opinion that the property could be treated as one lot but asked the Applicant
to provide calculations for "Combined Lot Development'" as an alternative. Exhibit 8 at 2-3.

Design Review

8. The Downtown Design Review Board ("DRB") held its Early Design Guidance ("EDG")
meeting on the proposal on April 22, 2014. The Applicant's packet presented at the meeting
states that the "proposal is to apply for a Master Use Permit for a combined lot development" on
the site. Exhibit 55 at 2. No other information on the combined lot development aspect of the
proposal was included in the packet.

9. The DRB heard the Applicant's analysis of the site and proposal as well as comments from
the public. The design showed massing alternatives that included three different locations for the
hotel tower. It also showed a new, through-block connection at grade level, connecting 8th

Avenue with the east-west leg of the existing alley and 9th Avenue. Passenger vehicles would
enter and exit the below-grade parking via 8th Avenue. Passenger drop-offs would occur at a
covered area adjacent to the hotel entrance (the porte cochere) on the north-south section of the
existing alley. That alley section would include one lane of travel in each direction with a
vehicle tum-around on Lot B and parking on each side of the driving lanes. The tum-around is
intended to reduce on-street circulation by allowing vehicles to move easily from the drop-off
area to the parking garage, and allowing vehicles returning to the downtown core to exit more
directly to Stewart Street via 8th Avenue. The north-south alley section would intersect the
through-block connection in which there would be one lane of travel in each (east-west)
direction. Large delivery trucks would access the loading docks via the curb cut at 8th Avenue,
back into the loading bays and later exit via 9th Avenue. Smaller trucks could enter the loading
area from either 8th or 9th Avenues. See Exhibit 55 at 42 and 43.

10. The DRB discussed the location of the hotel tower and unanimously agreed that it should
"anchor the comer of 8th and Howell," where most of the tower's shadows would fall across the
site. In addition, they focused on the functionality of the alley, stating that it should address the
issue of "clearly maintaining a sense of public space and even pedestrian public space within the
alley. Aspects of sidewalks ... pedestrian shortcuts, each safe and attractive, need to be
addressed." Exhibit 56 at 5. See Exhibit 16 at 8. The DRB also asked for "a clear presentation
of what could be built on" Lot B. Exhibit 56 at 5. See Exhibit 60 at 1. In addition to its design
guidance, the DRB identified the siting and design guidelines in the Design Review Guidelines
for Downtown Development that were of highest priority for the proposal.

11. Following the EDG meeting, the Applicant believed it received authorization from the
Department to move forward with the one-lot approach to calculating FAR. Testimony of
Schneider. There is no documentary evidence in the record to support that belief. Regardless,
when the DRB held its Initial Recommendation meeting on July 15,2014, the packet submitted

2 Under SMC 23.49.041, the Director may authorize combined lot development within the DOC 2 zone, whereby
lots located on the same block "may be combined ... solely for the purpose ofallowing" chargeable floor area on
one lot to be used on the other subject to certain restrictions.
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by the Applicant stated that the "applicant has applied for a Master Use Permit utilizing the One
Development Site approach". Exhibit 14 at 2. During its deliberations, the DRB stated that it
"had concerns at the [EDG] meeting regarding a sketchy presentation of the alley functions and
appearance [but]... The models demonstrated for the DRB that the alley could operate as
planned even with a future building on the parking lot site ... The drawings effectively showed
how a sense of public space could be maintained in the alley." Exhibit 16 at 9. The DRB
addressed the applicant's requested departures and recommended approval of the proposal as
presented and the departures. Exhibit 16 at 9-12.3

Director's Review and Decision

12. The proposal site is within the geographic area analyzed in the City's Downtown Height and
Density Final Environmental Impact Statement issued in 2005 ("Downtown EIS"), and the
proposal is within the general range of actions and impacts evaluated in the alternatives studied
in that document. Under these facts, the environmental impacts of subsequent private projects
located within the City's downtown zone are normally reviewed in an addendum to the
Downtown EIS. Testimony of John Shaw. However, in August of 2013, the Appellants'
transportation consultant submitted a letter to the Department analyzing the full block project
and arguing that it warranted preparation of a Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement.
Exhibit 42.

13. The Department agreed to the need for more extensive environmental review for the
proposal. The Department issued a SEPA Determination of Significance for the full-block
proposal and alternatives, and required a Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement to build
upon the Downtown EIS in analyzing that project's environmental impacts. The Draft
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement ("DSEIS") did not include the smaller, 3/4 block
proposal as an alternative. However, the impacts of the smaller proposal were covered in the
analysis of the larger project's impacts, and the 3/4 block proposal was added as one of two
preferred alternatives and evaluated in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
("FSEIS"), Exhibit 21, which was issued on September 29,2014.

14. The analysis of the proposal's transportation impacts is found in FEIS Section 3-10 and in
the Revised Transportation Technical Report, Appendix G to Exhibit 21. Comment letters and
responses on transportation issues are included in FSEIS Section V, and Section IV identifies
and discusses common themes, or key issues, raised in comment letters, including parking
demand and supply, and the methodology used to estimate vehicle trip generation. Heffron
Transportation ("Heffron") prepared the transportation studies and analysis. Between November
of 2013 and June of 2014, the Director issued three correction notices for the Transportation
Technical Report. Exhibits 46-48.

15. To provide a baseline against which to evaluate the proposal's transportation impacts, the
FSEIS includes a future "Do Nothing" alternative, in which existing uses on the subject site are

3 A Final Recommendation Meeting on September 16, 2014 addressed some design refinements and two additional
departures.
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assumed to remain unchanged while proposed and permitted projects are added to the roadway
network to estimate base 2020 operational conditions. The analysis evaluated 26 intersections,
including five analyzed in the Downtown EIS as operating at LOS E or F during the AM or PM
peak hour in 2020.

16. In response to comments on the DSEIS from the Appellants' consultant, Heffron conducted
an arterial level of service analysis to evaluate arterial operations on three key corridors near the
project site, Olive Way, Howell Street and Stewart Street, to acknowledge the fact that "even
well-functioning intersections can experience congestion created by downstream congestion."
Exhbit 21 at 3.10-10. The analysis shows that all three corridors currently operate at poor levels
of service and are projected to operate at LOS F in the future with very slow travel speeds. Id.

17. Heffron did not use the typical method of applying the rates and equations in the Institute of
Transportation Engineers ("ITE") Trip Generation Manual to determine hotel trip generation
because hotels surveyed for the ITE Manual are located primarily in suburban areas and most
had fewer than 500 rooms. Exhibit 21 at 3.10-17.

18. To establish the operating parameters for determining trip generation, Heffron relied on
discussions with, and information provided by several professionals at two West Coast
convention hotels. Relevant local data about the travel characteristics of peak season tourists and
weekday arrival and departure schedules were provided by the Renaissance Seattle Hotel and the
Seattle Grand Hyatt. See Exhibit 21, Appendix G at 39-41. The FSEIS addresses the following
key parameters: room occupancy, guests per room, arrivals and departures by day of the week,
mode of travel for various types of users, hotel employee shift times, staffing for events,
percentage of event attendees who stay at the hotel, excursion trips, taxi and shuttle trips, peak
times for event trips, and travel times of hotel guests and employees. Id. at 43-51.

19. To account for fluctuations in the use of the various hotel spaces by season or day, Heffron
developed five scenarios to evaluate the traffic and parking needs of the hotel and meeting
spaces. The underlying concept was to consider the full range of activities that could occur in
the hotel. The scenarios Heffron developed were ultimately used by the design team for the
project and are reflected in the design of the hotel.

20. Because the hotel is designed for group business, with large numbers of people attending a
convention or large meeting, two scenarios assumed large conventions, conferences, or business
type meetings, with one assuming a large breakfast meeting. Id. at 40-42. These would have the
lowest transportation impact during peak hours according to Heffron's research, which indicated
that only 10% of convention attendees can be expected arrive by vehicle, and most do not travel
by personal vehicle during their stay. Large breakfast meetings are intended to attract attendees
who work downtown, and those who drive into downtown would be expected to park in their
usual garage and walk to the meeting event. Id. at 44-47; Testimony of Mami Heffron.

21. Heffron's research showed that a group hotel tries not to obligate its meeting spaces without
booking hotel rooms with them, so group hotels accept group business first and "fill in" with
local meetings and social events. However, three of Heffron's scenarios assumed that the hotel
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was not being used for convention or conference activity and estimated trips based on medium to
large local social events and smaller weekday events, which would be expected to have higher
transportation impacts. Although Heffron's research showed that two maximum capacity social
events are unlikely to occur on a weeknight, one scenario includes this condition to determine
how it affects traffic. Exhibit 21, Appendix G. at 73. The "operating scenarios were considered
to represent conditions between average and near-capacity conditions for meeting or social event
attendance." Id. at 41.

22. In response to DSEIS comments from the Appellants' consultant, Heffron researched
national databases for trip generation information for similarly-sized hotels and found one
transportation impact analysis ("TIN') for a peer hotel in San Diego that provided detailed trip
generation figures. Heffron's evaluation of the trip generation data from the peer hotel's TIA
confirmed the assumptions underlying the trip generation analysis for the proposal. Id. at 53-55.

23. Based on the proposal's development program, Heffron prepared trip estimates for the five
operating scenarios to identify those with the highest AM and the highest PM peak hour volumes
to determine a reasonable, though likely infrequent, near worst-case scenario. Id. at 42. Trip
distribution patterns were developed for the different types of trips that would be generated by
the proposed uses, and the new trips were then assigned to the roadway network in the site
vicinity. Id. at 59-66.

24. Traffic operations at study area intersections were analyzed with project trips added to the
Do-Nothing alternative forecasts. An increase in the forecast delay was shown for most
intersections, and the Stewart StreetIBoren Avenue intersection was shown to degrade from LOS
D to LOS E in the PM peak hour. Id. at 70-74. Already poor arterial operations were projected
to worsen incrementally with project traffic. Id. at 75.

25. The FSEIS includes an analysis of truck access and loading operations. Id. at 83-84. The
number of truckloads that could be generated was determined from the information obtained
from the previously mentioned West Coast convention hotels and from a meeting with the
Distribution Manager for the Seattle Sheraton Hotel.4 /d. at 83. Peak times for truck deliveries
are between 4:30 a.m. and 10:00 a.m., and a typical day would include 10 to 25 truck deliveries,
most from small trucks and delivery vans. Id. On peak days before and after conventions, the
West Coast hotels reported an additional 10 to 25 truckloads, and the Seattle Sheraton reported
three to 10 additional truck loads. Id.

26. The FSEIS also analyzes parking demand and supply. Id. at 84-92. On-site supply will be
approximately 800 vehicles, but when two large events are scheduled on the same night,
approximately 240 vehicles would need to park off-site. In response to a DSEIS comment from
the Appellants' Transportation consultant, Heffron included an off-street parking analysis in the
FSEIS. It showed that a recent Puget Sound Regional Council parking inventory survey had
identified approximately 2,500 parking spaces within two blocks of the project site, and that

4 Although the Seattle Sheraton Hotel and the Westin Hotel, the two largest hotels in Seattle, would not release event
data to Heffron, the Seattle Sheraton Hotel agreed to share truck loading operation data.
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hotel management could arrange for one or more of the available garages to remain open during
large events at the proposal site. Exhibit 21 at 3.10-51.

27. At the request of the Department and members of the public, the FS£IS includes an analysis
of potential cumulative transportation impacts from the proposal together with the anticipated
future expansion of the Washington State Convention Center ("WSCC"). WSCC has produced a
draft report of its feasibility study for the project, which Heffron used to review cumulative
traffic, freight and parking impacts of the two projects. Exhibit 21, Appendix G at 118-126.

28. The FSEIS concludes with a discussion of measures to mitigate the proposal's impacts to all
modes of travel. Id. at 127-130.

29. The Director ultimately determined that the FSEIS was adequate and approved the proposal
with conditions addressing construction-related issues, mitigation payments, and requirements
for a loading dock management plan, and traffic control and parking control plans for large
events at the hotel. Exhibit 12 at 28-29.

30. In accordance with SMC 23.41.014.F.3, the Director reviewed the DRB's recommendations
and issued design review approval for the proposal with the DRB's recommended conditions.'
Exhibit 12 at 14-15.

Appeal and Interpretations

31. The Appellants timely appealed the Director's design review and £IS adequacy decisions."
Pursuant to SMC 23.88.020.C.3.c, they also filed a request for a Land Use Code interpretation,
challenging the Department's conclusion that Lot A and Lot B could be treated as a single lot,
and arguing that development on Lot A could exceed the maximum allowable floor area ratio
("FAR") only by using the combined lot development process authorized by SMC 23.49.041.

32. After reviewing the interpretation request, the Department determined that the Appellants
were correct in their position that the property could not be considered a single lot for purposes
of FAR calculations, but decided that a combined lot development approach for the proposal was
possible. On November 13, 2014, the Department met with the Applicant's representatives to
advise them of the determination and of what additional information the Department would need
in order to consider the combined lot development approach. On November 19, 2014, the
Department issued a Correction Notice to the Applicant stating the Department's conclusion and
requesting the revised calculations and documentation showing how the proposal would meet the
requirements for a combined lot development.

, If four or more members of the ORB agree to a recommendation, the Director "shall issue a decision that makes
compliance with the recommendation of the Design Review ORB a condition of permit approval," unless the
Director concludes that the recommendation inconsistently applies the design review guidelines, exceeds the ORB's
authority, conflicts with SEPA conditions or other applicable requirements, or conflicts with state or federal law.
6 Several issues raised in the appeal were dismissed following briefing on dispositive motions filed by the Applicant
and the Department.
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33. The Applicant submitted the requested information on December 1,2014. It described two
significant public benefits to be achieved through combined lot development. See SMC
23.49.04I.D, copied below. One benefit was "improved massing of development that achieves a
better relationship with surrounding conditions". The Applicant described the ensuing benefits
as concentrating the tower and massing on 8th Avenue, rather than on the 9th Avenue Green
Street, which achieved a better relationship with the surrounding conditions and allowed the
building bulk to be concentrated on the southwest comer of the site, closer to the downtown core,
with lower scale development occurring closer to the Denny Triangle Neighborhood. Exhibit 6
at 3. The second significant public benefit offered was the through block pedestrian connection,
which would have distinct pavement, a protected walkway with partial overhead weather
protection, lighting, bollards, and other amenities to create an inviting and safe shared-use zone.
Id.

34. On December 2, 2014, the Department approved the Applicant's use of the combined lot
development process and issued Interpretation No. 14-009, which agreed with the Appellants'
position that the combined lot development approach was required and explained the Director's
conclusion that the application now met all combined lot development requirements. See
Exhibit II.

35. On December II, 2014, pursuant to the Prehearing Order in this case, the Appellants filed a
supplement to their initial interpretation request'? in which they challenged the Department's
interpretation of Code provisions on transfer of FAR between lots and the "public benefit"
determination for the combined lot development, and argued that the determination should have
been returned to the DRB for its review. The supplement also incorporated the Appellants'
appeal of the Department's expected response into the existing appeal before the Examiner.

36. On January 5, 2015, the Department issued Interpretation No. 14-010 ("the Interpretation"),
which rejected the Appellants' arguments and reaffirmed the Department's FAR calculations and
public benefit determination for the proposal. The Interpretation incorporated the findings and
conclusions of Interpretation No. 14-009 "to the extent they bear on the issues raised" and
addressed Code provisions copied below. Exhibit 3.

37. The Interpretation reiterated that under SMC 23.49.041, the area of the sending lot, Lot B
could be combined with the area of the receiving lot, Lot A, for purposes of allowing up to all of
the chargeable floor area on Lot B to be used on Lot A. The Interpretation construed the
language of SMC 23.49.011.A.2.a, above, as modified by SMC 23.49.041 on combined lot
development, as meaning that a new structure be included on combined Lot A and Lot B, the "lot
for development" in order for the first increment of chargeable floor area above the base FAR of
Lot B to be gained by Lot B (for sending to Lot A) through acquisition of regional development
credits under SMC 23.58A.044.

7 See Order on Motions to Dismiss and for Partial Summary Judgment at 2 for further background.
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38. The Interpretation also addressed the requirements of SMC 23.49.04I.D, that combined lot
development may be allowed "only to the extent that the Director determines, in a Type I land
use decision, that permitting more chargeable floor area than would otherwise be allowed on the
lot shall result in a significant public benefit." Emphasis added. The Interpretation rejected a
"but for" reading of the "result in" language because for most of the examples listed in SMC
23.49.04I.D, "it is unlikely that the identified benefit would be entirely dependent on the shifting
of development potential that occurs under the combined lot development approach." Exhibit 3
at 3. Instead, the Director interpreted the "result in" requirement as meaning that "the proposed
development that would occur as a result of applying the combined lot development approach to
Floor Area Ratio (FAR) measurement must include a significant public benefit." Id. Emphasis
original. The Interpretation reaffirmed that the proposal's "improved massing" and "through
block pedestrian connection" qualified as significant public benefits. Specifically, the
Interpretation concluded that:

• the massing of the proposed development, "with structure bulk concentrated at the
southerly comer in exchange for reduced bulk elsewhere (including on Lot B) is a
significant public benefit that serves as an appropriate basis for approving the 'combined
lot development approach.'''

• "[i]t is not necessary to show that a public benefit pointed to as a basis for approval of a
combined lot development could occur only in the context of a combined lot
development."

• "[t]he massing in this case, with bulk concentrated in the hotel project in exchange for
less bulk elsewhere, truly is the result of shifting development potential from Lot B to Lot
A.II

• the "proposed massing in this case provides a significant public benefit."
• the "through-block pedestrian connection also may be counted as a significant public

benefit serving as a basis for allowing the combined-lot development approach."

Exhibit 3 at 3-4.

Applicable Law

39. FAR is defined in SMC 23.84A.012. It is essentially a fraction in which the amount of gross
or chargeable floor area in a structure is the numerator, and the area of the lot on which the
structure(s) is located is the denominator. (See Exhibit 23.84A.012A in the Code for examples.)

40. SMC 23.49.011 governs FAR in the Downtown zones. Under SMC 23.49.0lI.A, the base
FAR in the DOC2 zone is 5, and the maximum FAR is 14.

41. SMC 23.49.0l4.A.4 prohibits the transfer of development rights or potential floor area from
one lot to another "except as expressly permitted pursuant to this Chapter 23.49."

42. SMC 23.49.011.A.2 states that "[clhargeable floor area shall not exceed the applicable base
FAR except as expressly authorized pursuant to this Chapter 23.49." SMC 23.49.0lI.A.2.a
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provides that in the DOC2 zone, "if chargeable floor area above the base FAR is allowed on a lot
for development that includes a new structure ... the first increment of chargeable floor area
above the base FAR ... shall be gained by acquiring regional development credits pursuant to
Section 23.58A.044." Emphasis added.

43. SMC 23.49.01I.A.2.b states that in the DOC2 zone, "additional chargeable floor area above
the first increment of FAR that exceeds the base FAR may be obtained only by qualifying for
floor area bonuses pursuant to Section 23.49.012 [bonus floor area for agreements for low
income housing and child care] or 23.49.013 [bonus floor area for specific amenities], or by the
transfer of transferable development rights pursuant to Section 23.49.014, or both."

44. SMC 23.49.041 governs combined lot development. It reads in pertinent part as follows:

When authorized by the Director pursuant to this section, lots located on the same
block in DOC I or DOC2 zones ... may be combined, whether contiguous or not,
solely for the purpose ofallowing some or all ofthe capacity for chargeable fioor
area on one such lot under this chapter to be used on one (1) or more other lots,
according to the following provisions:

A. Up to all of the capacity on one (l) lot, referred to in this section as the
"sending lot," for chargeable floor area in addition to the base FAR, pursuant to
Section 23.49.011 (referred to in this section as "bonus capacity"), may be used on
one or more other lots, subject to compliance with all conditions to use of such
bonus capacity, pursuant to Sections 23.49.011-.014, as modified in this
section....

B. Only if all of the bonus capacity on one (I) lot shall be used on other lots
pursuant to this section, there may also be transferred from the sending lot, to one
or more such other lots, up to all of the unused base FAR on the sending lot,
without regard to limits on the transfer or on use ofTDR in Section 23.49.014....

D. The Director shall allow combined lot development only to the extent that the
Director determines, in a Type I land use decision, that permitting more
chargeable floor area than would otherwise be allowed on a lot shall result in a
significant public benefit. In addition to features for which floor area bonuses are
granted, the Director may also consider the following as public benefits that could
satisfy this condition when providedfor as a result ofthe lot combination:

I. preservation of a landmark structure located on the block or adjacent
blocks;
2. uses serving the downtown residential community, such as a grocery
store, at appropriate locations;
3. public facilities serving the Downtown population, including schools,
parks, community centers, human service facilities, and clinics;
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4. transportation facilities promoting pedestrian circulation and transit
use, including through block pedestrian connections, transit stations and
bus layover facilities;
5. Short-term parking on blocks within convenient walking distance ofthe
retail core or other Downtown business areas where the amount of
available short term parking is determined to be insufficient;
6. a significant amount of housing serving households with a range of
income levels;
7. improved massing of development on the block that achieves a better
relationship with surrounding conditions, including: better integration
with adjacent development, greater compatibility with an established scale
of development, especially relative to landmark structures, or improved
conditions for adjacent public open spaces, designated green streets, or
other special street environments;
8. public view protection within an area; and/or
9. arts and cultural facilities, including a museum or museum expansion
space.

E. The fee owners of each of the combined lots shall execute an appropriate
agreement or instrument, which shall include the legal descriptions ofeach lot and
shall be recorded in the King County real property records. In the agreement or
instrument, the owners shall acknowledge the extent to which development
capacity on each sending lot is reduced by the use of such capacity on another lot
or lots, at least for so long as the chargeable floor area for which such capacity is
used remains on such other lot or lots. The deed or instrument shall also provide
that its covenants and conditions shall run with the land and shall be specifically
enforceable by the parties and by the City of Seattle.

Emphasis added.

Conclusions

I. The Hearing Examiner has jurisdiction over this appeal pursuant to Chapter 23.76 SMC.
Appeals are considered de novo, and the Examiner must give substantial weight to the Director's
design review decision and Land Use Code interpretation. SMC 23.76.022 C.6 and C.7; SMC
23.88.020.0.5. The Appellant bears the burden of proving that they were "clearly erroneous."
Brown v. Tacoma, 30 Wn. App. 762,637 P.2d 1005 (1981). This is a deferential standard of
review, under which the Director's decision may be reversed only if the Examiner, on review of
the entire record, and in light of the public policy expressed in the underlying law, is left with the
definite and firm conviction that a mistake has been made. Moss v. Bellingham, 109 Wn. App. 6,
13,31 P.3d 703 (2001).

2. The adequacy of an EIS is reviewed under the "rule of reason," which requires that decision
makers be presented with "a 'reasonably thorough discussion of the significant aspects of the
probable environmental consequences'" of a decision. Cascade Bicycle Club v. Puget Sound
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Regional Council, 175 Wn. App. 494, 508-509, 306 P.3d 1031 (2013) quoting Cheney v.
Mountlake Terrace, 87 Wn.2d 338, 522 P.2d 184 (1976)). The focus is "to determine whether
the environmental effects of the proposed action are disclosed, discussed and substantiated by
opinion and data." Solid Waste Alternative Proponents (SWAP) v. Okanogan County, 66
Wn.App. 439, 442, 832 P.2d 503 (1992). .

3. The Appellants initially claim that the notices given by the Department for "review,
comment, and decision" on the proposal "have been fundamentally and fatally inaccurate and
misleading.?" The notices the Appellants object to include those issued for the DRB's meetings
on the proposal. Although the Examiner lacks jurisdiction over the procedural requirements of
Chapter 23.41 SMC on design review, SMC 23.41.008.E.I provides that notices of DRB
meetings are to be provided in accordance with the notice procedures for Master Use Permits in
Chapter 23.76. Those notice requirements are part of the procedural requirements for Type II
permits over which the Examiner does have jurisdiction. SMC 23.76.022.C.6.

4. The Appellants focus on the requirements ofSMC 23.76.012.C.2 that notice must include the
"project description, location of the project ... and "a list of the land use decisions sought." The
appeal states that "virtually all of the notices for the project ... do not accurately describe the
physical scope of the proposed use and the lots encompassed by it," leading to confusion on the
part of the public and the DRB. A major objection is that the notices referred to the proposal as a
"3/4 block development" and included a map of the immediate project area that showed the full
project block, but with only three-quarters of the block, Lot A, shaded. Nonetheless, it is clear
from the record that references to the proposal as the "3/4 block proposal" and the map were
both intended to distinguish it from the "full-block proposal" for the same property that had
recently gone through Department and DRB review. Further, the notices stated that the map was
only for illustrative purposes, and that the documents in the Department's files were controlling.
See e.g., Exhibit 15, Transcript of Deposition of Michael Dorey, exhibit 15. Further, there is no
credible evidence in the record that either the public or the DRB was confused by the notices.

5. The Appellants also contend that the notices were deficient in not including notice that the
proposal required a public benefits determination by the Director for combined lot development,
included a temporary parking lot, or "effectively usurped the public alley for private purposes.?"
which might have been important to the DRB and the public. The Code is clear that the
Director's public benefits determination is made "in a Type I land use decision". SMC
23.49.04I.D. It is true that the determination may address project features that are also of
interest to certain City administrative bodies, such as the Landmarks Preservation Board or, as
here, the DRB, which considered the alley and through-block connection and the project's
massing from a design perspective. But the Appellants have not identified anything in the Code
that would require, or even allow, the Director's Type I determination to be reviewed by such
bodies. Review was available in this case only through the land use code interpretation process
in SMC 23.88.020.C.3.c, which the Appellants pursued. The Appellant's reference to the
temporary parking lot simply restates their opinion that Lot B was excluded from the notices. As

8 Supplemented Notice of Appeal at 4.
9 Appellants' Post-Hearing Reply Brief at 26.
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discussed above, it was not. And the proposal's use of the public alley for truck and passenger
vehicle access could be ascertained from a review of the Department's files, to which the public
was referred by the notices. See e.g., Exhibit 15, Transcript of Deposition of Michael Dorey,
exhibit 15.

6. The Appellants argue that the proposal must be remanded to the DRB because its review of
the proposal was based on the one development site approach for purposes of FAR calculations
and thus, did not consider the features offered by the Applicant (improved massing and the
through block connection) to fulfill the significant public benefit requirement for combined lot
development. This claim is addressed in the preceding conclusion. Further, the Code expressly
allows the Department, through a Type I decision, to approve bonus development at the time the
Master Use Permit decision is issued, i.e., after the DRB issues its recommendation, as long as
any permitted alternative means to achieve the bonus development "would be consistent with
this Section 23.49.011 and any other conditions of the permit, including Design Review if
applicable." SMC 23.49.01I.A.4.

7. The Appellants also contend that the DRB was misled about the role of Lot B in the proposal
and about its authority to influence development on Lot B, but the Appellants' allegations that
the DRB was unclear on this issue are not supported by the record. The DRB expressly
addressed Lot B and asked for a "clear presentation of what could be built on" it. Exhibit 56 at
5. See Exhibit 60 at 1. After seeing a three-dimensional model of potential massing on Lot B,
the DRB stated that the "models demonstrated ... that the alley could operate as planned even
with a future building on the parking lot site." Exhibit 16 at 9. There is no legal basis for
remanding the proposal to the DRB.

8. The Appellants challenge the adequacy of the FSEIS transportation analysis for the proposal
on several grounds. They contend that it fails to adequately describe existing traffic conditions,
particularly the backups on 9th Avenue in the vicinity of the project. However, it is quite clear
from the FSEIS that the existing dismal 0Eerations on arterials in the project vicinity affect
intersection operations, including those at 9 Avenue, during the peak hours, and that traffic at
that time ofday will remain highly congested with or without the proposal. The Appellants point
to the fact that such congestion will affect traffic operations at the proposal's access driveways,
but the FSEIS acknowledges the potential for congestion and the possible need for off-duty
police traffic control, similar to that used across the street from the subject site, and in many
other places throughout downtown, during Eeak time events. FSEIS at 78. The Appellants argue
that the solution will not work due to 9 Avenue's limited capacity, but they produced no
documentation to support that claim.

9. The Appellants' fundamental disagreement with the transportation analysis is that it was
developed using a scenario approach. The Appellants' transportation consultant prefers to use a
different analytical methodology, a "design day" approach, which considers the activity level
achieved through different combinations of events on one given day. He believes it gives a
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better idea of a potential "worst case" than the scenario approach." Testimony of Tilghman.
Heffron is familiar with the "design day" approach and considered using it. Exhibit 21,
Appendix Gat 39-41; Testimony ofMarni Heffron. However, she determined that the in light of
breadth of events that could occur at this type of hotel, it would be irresponsible to restrict the
analysis to a single design day.!' Id.

10. The Appellants challenge some of the numbers applied in particular operating parameters
used to determine trip generation. They dispute some of the employee shift information Heffron
obtained from the Renaissance and Seattle Grand Hyatt hotels and point to hotel employee
schedules for one week in August of 2014 to show that if those shift hours are used, the full
block proposal would generate up to 17 more employee vehicle trips during the PM peak hour
than are shown in the FSEIS. They use trip generation rates used in transportation analyses done
for other, dissimilar hotels to question the trip generation rates used for business and leisure
travelers for the full-block project. They dispute the start times assumed for social events at the
proposal, which were based on peer hotel information, and assert that more attendees will be
arriving during the PM peak hour than the number used in the FSEIS. Applying their
calculations, the Appellants conclude that peak hour trips would exceed those that were predicted
for the site in the 2005 Downtown EIS. But even if the Appellants' calculations are assumed to
be accurate, or more reliable than those used in the FSEIS, the Appellants do not explain the
relevance of their conclusion that the proposal's peak hour trips would exceed those included in
the Downtown EIS. That is not a hallmark of an inadequate FSEIS.

II. The Appellants contend that because the Seattle Sheraton and the two West Coast
convention hotels that supplied truck loading data are smaller than the proposal, Heffron should
not have relied on them in the truck loading analysis for the proposal. However, Heffron
explained that in her experience with truck loading data for many different types and sizes of
facilities, truck trips do not necessarily scale to the size of the facility. So a small facility may
receive nearly as many truck trips as a similar larger facility, but the trucks would only partially
unload at the smaller facility but would fully unload at the larger one. She had used the truck
loading information from the West Coast hotels in the DSEIS, and when the Seattle Sheraton
offered its truck loading information, she reviewed it to validate the information previously
received. Testimony ofMarni Heffron ..

12. The Appellants challenge the FSEIS parking analysis but offered nothing that showed it was
inadequate. They also contend, but did not prove that the discussion of mitigation for parking
impacts is inadequate. Further, the City's SEPA policy on parking states that "no" SEPA
authority is provided to mitigate the impact of development on parking availability in the
Downtown and South Lake Union Urban Centers." SMC 25.05.675.M.2.b (I).

10 Although both transportation consultants focused on worst-case, or near worst-case conditions, SEPA does not
require a worst-case analysis in mostcases. Only if agencies choose to proceed in the absence of vital information is
a worst-case analysis required in envirorunental documents. See SMC 25.05.080.C.
It In any event, Heffron determined that cumulative attendance for "hybrid" events, such as convention eventsheld
in one ballroom and several smaller meeting rooms at the same time another ballroom was being used for a social
event, would not exceed the maximum capacity conditions evaluated in the scenario approach. Exhibit 21,
Appendix G at 40-41.
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13. Most of the details of the Appellant's consultant's critique of the transportation analysis are
already included in Section V of the FSEIS along with Heffron's responses to them. It is not
unusual for experts to disagree on the appropriate analytical approach to a given assignment.
The Appellants have shown that the transportation analysis could have been done differently.
They have not shown that Heffron's analysis failed to meet industry standards, or that it failed to
present the Department with a reasonably thorough discussion of the significant aspects of the
proposal's probable transportation impacts. The transportation impacts of the proposal were
disclosed, discussed and substantiated by well-researched data and opinion.

14. In their challenge to the Interpretation, the Appellants' assert that FAR and regional
development credits for the proposal were calculated improperly. They argue that a sending lot
cannot send capacity that it does not have or cannot obtain, and that because a new structure is
not proposed on Lot B, it is not authorized by SMC 23.49.011.A.2.b to obtain regional
development credits, and thus, cannot send them to Lot A. They argue that by treating the two
lots as if they are one lot for purposes of calculating regional development credits, the Director is
ignoring the sequence for FAR calculations required by the Code. The Director counters that the
Appellants' interpretation of SMC 23.49.011.A.2.b would lead to the absurd result of requiring
the construction of an insignificant structure, such as a fence, on Lot B in order for Lot B to
transfer FAR through purchase of regional development credits. The Director also notes that the
Appellants' interpretation would be contrary to the Code's clear policy of supporting the regional
development credit program, and would ignore key language in SMC 23.49.041.A, including
provisions that: I) allow lots to be combined for the purpose of allowing the chargeable floor
area on one lot to be used on the other; 2) state that the requirements of SMC 23.49.011,
concerning the use of a lot's capacity, are "modified in this section [23.49.041]"; and 3)
expressly state that "[cjriteria for use of bonus that apply to the structure or structures shall be
applied only to the structure(s) on the lots using the transferred bonus capacity." (Emphasis
added.)

15. The arguments advanced by the parties concerning the correct application ofSMC 23.49.011
and .041 clearly demonstrate that the meaning of those Code sections is not plain on their face.
The logic in the Appellants' interpretation is attractive, but it contravenes several rules of
statutory construction, and it does not overcome the deference to be accorded to the Director's
Interpretation.

16. The Appellants reject the Director's construction of the "result in" language in SMC
23.49.041.D and propose, instead that use of the combined lot development approach must
facilitate achieving the identified public benefit. The two constructions are not dissimilar.

17. The Appellants dispute the Interpretation's conclusion that the proposed combined lot
development would result in, or facilitate, improved massing. They argue that the tower's
massing and location were already approved by the DRB in the design review process.
However, the DRB was addressing the proposal's mass based on a "one lot" approach and
reviewed the it from a design prospective only. After the Department determined that the one lot
approach was not authorized, the proposal's massing could be achieved under the Code only
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through the combined lot development approach. Thus, it resulted from, or was facilitated by
that approach.

18. The Appellants argue that the question of whether or not the massing on the block truly
"achieves a better relationship with surrounding conditions" depends upon what can be
constructed on Lot B, which is cited in the Interpretation as having significantly reduced
development potential as a result of the transfer of FAR from it to Lot A through combined lot
development. The evidence in the record shows that with Lot B's remaining FAR, it could be
developed with a building approximately 19 stories in height. If developed as a residential
structure, it would have a reduced floor plate but could be constructed to the full height allowed
in the zone. However, construction of a tall tower on Lot B would be likely whether or not some
of Lot B's FAR was transferred to Lot A. This reality does not affect the validity of the
Director's conclusion that combined lot development facilitates development on Lot A that
concentrates the massing closest to the tall buildings in the downtown core and away from the
Green Street, allows for a transition in height between the tower and less intensive adjacent
development, and minimizes the development's shading of other properties and the Green Street.

19. The Appellants also dispute the Interpretation's conclusion that the proposed combined lot
development would result in, or facilitate, the through block pedestrian connection. They
contend that it was part of the proposal reviewed by the DRB. But the six-foot dedicated
easement provided across the Applicant's property for the connection was not included in the
earlier proposal reviewed by the DRB. It was offered as part of the combined lot development
package.

20. The Appellants contend that the proposed pedestrian connection is not safe and thus, does
not constitute a significant public benefit. However, testimony from Department witnesses
established that final Department approval is contingent on the resolution of any safety issues to
the satisfaction of the Seattle Department of Transportation ("SDOT"). Further, testimony from
the Department and the project architect demonstrated that the Department has already identified
the specific safety issues raised by the Appellants for resolution in conjunction with SDOT. The
Appellants also raised concerns that the connection would not be fully accessible and thus, could
not qualify as a significant public benefit, but they do not cite any Code requirement that the
Director consider the technical details of safety and accessibility as part of a Director's
determination to allow combined lot development.

21. In their reply brief, the Appellants raised for the first time the issue of whether the improved
massing or through-block connection are consistent with the City's Downtown Amenity
Standards. They also raised an issue in their Post-Hearing Opening Brief about the timing of the
Department's decision on the project's proposed FAR calculations as addressed in SMC
23.49.011.AA. Because neither issue was called out in the Appellants' December 14, 2014
supplement to their request for the interpretation, both are untimely and will not be considered.

22. The Appellants have shown that opinions can differ on whether or not a particular project
feature is facilitated by combined lot development and constitutes a significant public benefit,
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but they have not demonstrated that the Director's conclusions on these issues, as reflected in
Interpretation No. 15-010, are clearly erroneous.

23. The Appellants addressed a SEPA issue in their Post-Hearing Opening Brief that was not
included in their appeal. They argued that the FSEIS was inadequate for failing to address issues
associated with combined lot development and the fact that the project includes Lot B. This
issue is untimely and will not be considered.

24. The Appellants presented no evidence on several of their appeal issues: I) that the DRB
recommendation and Director's decision failed to properly implement SEPA policies, the
Comprehensive Plan, and Design Review Guidelines and policiesr ' 2) that the FSEIS and
Director's decision failed to adequately disclose and address the land use impacts and policy
inconsistencies of the "public alley us~ation and the 'one lot' artifice inherent in the approved
Hedreen no-alley vacation proposal;") 3) that the FSEIS, including its response to public
comments, presumes that the project should be approved "and/or that the impacts of the project
were previously known and accepted.v'" and 4) that the FSEIS traffic analysis fails to adequately
address transit service issues and off-site pedestrian impacts.P Accordingly, those claims are
waived.

Decision

The Director's SEPA determination, design review decision, and Interpretation No. 14-010 are
each AFFIRMED.

Entered this 14th day of July, 2015.

Sue A. Tanner
Hearing Examiner

Concerning Further Review

NOTE: It is the responsibility of the person seeking to appeal a Hearing
Examiner decision to consult Code sections and other appropriate sources, to
determine applicable rights and responsibilities.

12 Supplemented Appeal at 4-5.
13 !d. at 7. The Appellants included argument and comments on this issue in their briefing, but they did not cite any
authority that would grant the Examiner jurisdiction over it.
14 !d. at 7-8.
15 Id. at 6.
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The decision of the Hearing Examiner in this case is the final decision for the City of Seattle. In
accordance with RCW 36.70C.040, a request for judicial review of the decision must be
commenced within twenty-one (21) days of the date the decision is issued unless a motion for
reconsideration is filed, in which case a request for judicial review of the decision must be
commenced within twenty-one (21) days of the date the order on the motion for reconsideration
is issued.

The person seeking review must arrange for and initially bear the cost of preparing a verbatim
transcript of the hearing. Instructions for preparation of the transcript are available from the
Office of Hearing Examiner. Please direct all mail to: PO Box 94729, Seattle, Washington
98124-4729. Office address: 700 Fifth Avenue, Suite 4000. Telephone: (206) 684-0521.
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